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A fundamental automatic target recognition (ATR) system can be composed of an object 
segmentation stage, followed by feature extraction from those objects produced by segmenta-
tion, and finally classification of these object features. The capability of such a system in terms 
of classification success is therefore limited not only by the quality of the feature extraction 
and classification methods used, but also by the quality of the initial object segmentation. 
In this thesis, a novel architecture is described which uses two stages of segmentation. This 
allows image features derived after a primary segmentation stage to influence the parameters 
of a secondary segmentation stage which is applied to the same image area. This is aimed at 
allowing improved, and locally optimised, segmentation of those objects which were poorly 
segmented by the primary segmentation stage. 
To enable the implementation of the system, a probability density estimate function is used 
as a method of detecting novelty in objects presented for classification. This is found to be a 
non-ideal solution, although useful in the context of the application concerned. 
The development of all the system components, and ultimately the full ATR system, is 
described with experimental results derived from real-world infrared imagery. From this work, 
conclusions are drawn as to the usefulness of a such a two-stage segmentation architecture; 
specifically, the clutter rejection flexibility and the potential ability for the system to locally 
optimise segmentation on a per object basis are highlighted. 
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This chapter introduces the fundamental concepts of image segmentation, and the motivation 
behind the further development of such techniques as described in this thesis. With this in 
mind, the aims of the thesis are set out, and an outline of the structure of the thesis is also given. 
Finally, the areas of contribution to knowledge are summarised. 
1.1 A brief explanation of image segmentation 
Segmentation, in image analysis, is the process of dividing an image into some sort of usefully 
coherent component parts. There is a wide variety of uses for such a tool, generally such that 
these constituent parts of an image can be processed further on that image part alone. There is 
a wealth of applications where this is useful [79,78,37,42,60], for example: 
. Remote crop and land use monitoring 
. Biological cellular analysis 
Optical character recognition 
Image compression 





As this variety of applications suggests, the term 'image segmentation' is widely used to 
cover a broad scope of image analysis methods. Because of this it is most useful to start with 
a definition of image segmentation, as used throughout this thesis. 
The application considered here is that of automatic target recognition (ATR). Good surveys 
of ATR research are provided by Bhanu [3], Brown and Swonger [8], and Roth [61]; also 
two special journal editions recently dedicated to ATR[63,26]. This involves the isolation 
of individual 'target' objects from a source image, and their subsequent classification, or 
recognition of these segmented objects. It also often involves to some degree the temporal 
tracking of such objects[14], after their recognition within the image, although this aspect is 
not covered to any degree by this thesis. The component parts of an ATR system form a 
fundamentally sequential architecture. Object classification is dependent on segmentation, and 
temporal tracking is dependent on both these processes. 
Due to the application considered, we define image segmentation, within the scope of this 
thesis, as the operation ofperforming a binary classification of image pixels as either object or 
background (non-object) pixels. 
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1.2 Aims of the project 
Automatic target recognition is far from a fully perfected science - a good introduction to the 
field, in a historical perspective, can be found in articles by Roth [61], Brown and Swonger [8], 
Bhanu [3],  and two recent special journal issues dedicated to ATR [63,26]. Indeed, if perfect 
AIR existed, there would be little place for the work presented in this thesis. It has been 
mentioned that in automatic target recognition (ATR), segmentation is used to extract objects 
from images so that they can be presented for recognition. The main underlying premise of 
this thesis is that this sequential operation of segmentation followed by classification is not an 
optimal solution to the AIR problem. 
Classification of objects in such a sequential ATR system is very much dependent on the 
ability of the segmentation stage to extract objects to a high enough degree of quality that their 
recognition can be achieved. 
The sequential nature of such an ATR system provides no scope for a second, or further, 
attempt at examining poorly segmented objects again in an effort to improve their segmentation. 
This is where this thesis aims to provide some insight. Ideally, the initial segmentation would 
be perfect, but segmentation of real imagery is a difficult task. For example, designing a 
segmentation system which can adaptively provide spatial variation of segmentation parameters 
is a very complex task. A different approach is taken in this thesis - a simple segmentation 
method, but with the aim to segment again any objects which are poorly segmented. 
More formally, the aims of the thesis are: 
To design a system whereby information achieved from objects post-segmentation can 
be used to potentially influence a secondary segmentation 





. To present any potential benefits or caveats suggested by the results of this application to 
real-world data 
1.3 Thesis outline 
This thesis is presented in a manner following, as closely as possible, to the chronological order 
of the work undertaken. Hopefully this should make some of the decisions made during the 
course of the project clearer to understand. 
Chapter 2 examines the background surrounding the areas investigated in the project. This 
includes some of the fundamental aspects of an ATR system, a description of some fundamental 
segmentation methods, and background to the area of object classification. The aim of this 
chapter is partly to provide some background knowledge of the literature surrounding the work 
carried out in the project. The chapter also aims, however, to place the project in terms of other 
research, and therefore to show the motivation which determined the direction for the research 
to take. 
In Chapter 3, the design of a system architecture intended to be suited to the needs of the 
thesis aims is discussed. This follows the design of an initial system which was subsequently 
found to be flawed. The subsequent substantial re-design of the system is described in Chapter 
4. This leads to an outline of the final architecture of the system, based around a method• 
integrating two stages of segmentation. 
Chapter 5 describes the image databases created as part of the project to enable the evaluation 
of the system. Two databases are described, starting with the source image database. This 
is composed of digitised frames of JR seascape video footage. An object database, derived 
from these source images, is also described in terms of the methods used in its creation and its 
subsequent manual labelling. 
The use of a probability density estimate as a means of determining the novelty of objects 
presented for classification is discussed in Chapter 6. Such a measure is primarily needed 
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within the scope of the system for determining which objects should be subjected to further 
segmentation efforts, and which are deemed to be familiar enough to the object classifier as to 
be considered as well-segmented objects which can be classified correctly. 
Chapter 7 details the development of the system components required to achieve the two 
stages of segmentation discussed. The results obtained during the testing of these individual 
components is given, as are the results achieved after integration of the full system. 
In Chapter 8, the project is summarised and the results achieved discussed. Also, suggestions 
for further directions in which the research could be taken are made. 
1.4 Areas of contribution 
The areas of contribution of this thesis can be summarised as follows: 
• The use of real-world data, which is unusual to see published[80]. The image data used 
is particularly difficult to segment, with generally high amounts of clutter. The images 
used are very varied, providing a greater, and realistic, challenge to the segmentation 
system. 
• The examination of segmentation quality of such real-world images, and suggested 
reasons behind the failure of the segmentation system with this imagery. This involved 
the application of a labelling scheme to categorise different types of segmentation failure 
with this data. 
• The investigation of how a novelty based classifier could be used to identify which objects 
would require to be segmented again. 
• The investigation of how features extracted from poorly segmented objects could be 
applied to estimate a better segmentation method for the objects. 
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. The development of a practicable system, using the application of information derived 
after the segmentation of objects from an image to provide control over the segmentation 
of the same objects. 
1.5 Summary 
This chapter has provided a brief background to image segmentation, and described how the 
aims of this project to improve on the sequential segmentation-classification structure often 
used in ATR. The aims of the project were presented, and an outline of the thesis was given. 
Chapter 2 
Background and motivation 
There are many situations where it is desirable to automatically analyse objects within an image. 
This may be due to the sheer volume of data involved, as may be the case with processing 
many medical images, or a fast moving video sequence. One of the largest and most important 
applications for such technology, however, is where large data volume is combined with high 
operator stress levels, as experienced in a military situation. 
It was this last application which was the origin of the research presented within this thesis. 
The research has focused on the application of automatic target recognition (ATR). The aim of 
an ATR system is to detect, extract, and classify any objects deemed to be of interest within 
an image. Often, it is important to incorporate a temporal aspect to this type of system, by the 
addition of a tracking system which aims to associate views of an object from successive image 
frames. 
This chapter gives some background information in the research areas surrounding ATh, 
as well as showing the context of the thesis within the systems in place at British Aerospace. 
The latter is of importance as it has significantly shaped the path of research taken. 
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Figure 2-1: A fundamental ATR system 
2.1 A fundamental ATR system 
A conceptually simple ATR system can be composed of three main blocks [3], illustrated in 
figure 2-1: 
. Segmentation: The extraction of image areas representing complete and individual 
objects . 
. Feature extraction: The calculation of various metrics derived from the shape and image 
content of the objects produced by segmentation. 
. Classification: The identification of objects as belonging to one of several arbitrary 
classes. 
This simple system model is an commonly accepted method in computer vision [3]. It is 
also one which has been adopted at BASE [25,24,23], and has been used as a starting point for 
this research. 
'A definition of objects within the context of this application is given is section 5.2 
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2.2 Segmentation methods 
In a most general sense, image segmentation could be defined as the spatial subdivision 
of an image into its constituent parts. The heuristic nature of this definition hints that it 
is fundamentally a problem of psychophysical perception. This is an underlying problem, 
equally applicable to other areas of image analysis, and has lead to many ad hoc techniques 
being devised in a hope of coming closer to a solution. 
This section gives an overview of some of the literature in image segmentation, though this 
is a huge field of research, and both space and time do not permit an exhaustive survey. Rather, 
it is hoped to provide a flavour of the diversity and scope of this research area, and to place the 
systems investigated as part of this thesis within a wider scope. 
Segmentation algorithms can be divided into several classes. Of greatest relevance to this 
thesis are those based on characteristic feature thresholding, and those based on edge detection. 
Some other segmentation methods are also mentioned subsequently. 
2.2.1 Characteristic feature thresholding 
Characteristic feature thresholding is a technique which is widely used in image segmentation 
[21]. In general, this can be mathematically described as: 
S(x,y) = k if Tk_1 < f(x,y) < Tk 
k=O,1,2, ... ,m 	(2.1) 
where S(x, y), f(x, y) are the segmented and characteristic feature functions respectively 
of pixel (x, y). The characteristic feature function used can be any locally derived image feature 
describing the pixel in question, e.g.: 
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• Single pixel intensity: The simplest possible feature, though still of extremely significant 
use 
• Mean local pixel intensity: The mean intensity in the local neighbourhood of the pixel 
. Local texture metric: A feature describing the texture in the local neighbourhood of the 
pixel, derived from statistical measures or other method. 
The choice of which image feature to use is dependent on the nature of the spatial properties 
differentiating the areas to be separated. In many cases it may be impossible to segment an 
image fully by the use of only a single feature. This limitation can be overcome by applying 
a multiple dimension approach, by extending the number of features used and segmenting the 
image as a function of the multiple features. Mathematically, this is described by: 
S(x,y) = C(f) 
I = { fo(x,y),f1(x,y),f(x,y) ... fN(x,y)} 	 (2.2) 
where S(x, y) is again the segmented image function, f(x, y) are the characteristic func-
tions, / is the characteristic feature vector, and C(/) is a classification function 2• C(f) takes 
the place of the simple thresholding levels Tk given in Equation 2.1 for the multiple dimension 
case. 
This method is known as a clustering technique, due to the groups formed in feature space 
by points segmented from each class of regions[12,72,52,45]. The thresholds or, in multidi-
mensional feature space, cluster regions are often referred to as segmentation parameters, a 
collective term describing any value effecting the output of a segmentation algorithm other that 
the source image itself. 
2 0assification functions are described in more detail in section 2.3 with reference to object feature 
classification 
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It is also possible for Tk or C(J)  to also be a function of (x, y), in which case the threshold 
is said to be local. If Tk is not dependent on (x, y) then the threshold is called global. A 
local method would be appropriate where segmentation parameters cannot be set globally with 
satisfactory results. In practice, this may occur due to less than perfect lighting conditions 
or other optical effects. Local thresholding may also be required should different classes of 
regions require varying segmentation parameters. 
The number of thresholds or clusters required is application dependent. In the most basic 
case a binary segmentation is required, in which case one threshold, or two clusters, must be 
defined. The ATR system described in section 2.1 falls into this category, needing to separate 
image pixels into those constituting interesting objects and those deemed to be background 
data. Multiple thresholds have many applications in medical imaging, e.g. in identifying 
several different tissue types, and remote sensing, e.g. to segment a satellite land image into 
land usage areas. 
Considering only characteristic feature thresholding at this stage, it is apparent that a 
huge diversity of segmentation methodologies fall within its scope. Even the very nature of 
segmentation is diverse, with applications ranging from what is fundamentally object detection, 
to multiple clustering systems which in effect incorporate a large amount of classification. 
This is a huge source of potential confusion. To this end, although it is accepted that its 
definition is broader in the general literature [32,21], segmentation, when used in reference to 
the systems described in subsequent sections of this thesis, is taken to have the limited definition 
of: 
Segmentation: The operation ofperforming a binary classification of image pixels 
as either object or background (non-object) pixels 
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2.2.2 Edge detection 
Whereas characteristic feature thresholding relies on the similarity of image features within 
regions, edge detection is a segmentation technique operating on the principal of discontinuity [21]. 
As with characteristic feature extraction, a wealth of techniques have been devised. These 
can be grouped into two distinct types of edge detector: 
• Sequential: The process of deciding whether a given pixel is on an edge is dependent 
on the result of the same operation on a number of other pixels 
• Parallel: The process of deciding whether a given image point is on an edge is dependent 
only on the pixel under examination and some of its neighbouring pixels - it is not 
dependent on the results of the same operation on any other pixels. 
The obvious advantage of parallel edge detection algorithms is that the method can be 
applied to any number of pixels at once, limited only by the number of processing units 
available. Also, the total processing time is more likely to be fixed and easily determinable. 
With sequential methods, in contrast, performance is dependent on both the choice of an 
appropriate starting pixel, and how the results of previous points influence the selection and 
result of the consequent pixels. 
Spatial frequency filtering 
Sharp edges are associated with high spatial frequencies in an image [21]. This property 
allows edges to be detected by passing the image through a high-pass filter. In practice, this 
is achieved through operations in frequency space after application of a Fourier transform. 
After inverse transformation, with correct filter design, high pixel intensity reflects high local 
spatial frequency. Although these high intensities are correctly associated with edges, they are 
also exhibited by single points and other artifacts which in many applications should not be 
considered as edges. Because of this, such filtering is particularly susceptible to difficulties 
with image sources with high noise levels. 
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Gradient operators 
A gradient operator [2 11 for pixel f(x, y) is defined as 
. 
Vf(x, y) = 9f 
. + af 	 (2.3)
ay 





and the direction of V(x, y) is given by 
(ai 
-i _____ ta 	
ax 
n- 
Several edge detection techniques have been proposed [17] based on kernel-based approx-
imations of variations of equation 2.3. Table 2-1 describes some of the more common imple-
mentations. For those methods with more than one kernel, edge strength is taken to be the sum 
of convolution by all the kernels, unless directional sensitivity is required. 
The Roberts operator is the most basic gradient based method, and its small window size 
(2 x 2) makes it susceptible to noise. Kirsch, Sobel, and Prewitt operators improve on Roberts 
in this respect. By selecting from the 8 possible kernels, the Kirsch operator can be used to 
provide good directional sensitivity. 
Of the kernels listed in table 2-1, the Sobel method is the most commonly used due to 
its comparatively good noise rejection capabilities [21]. It is also the kernel chosen for the 
segmentation reference system described in section 2.4.2, which forms a basis for this thesis. 
The main advantage over the similar Prewitt operator is that of improved response to diagonal 
edges. 
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Operator 	Kernel values 	Notes 
Roberts 	 vw 
-3-35 	-355 
Kirsch 	3 0 5 -3 0 5 etc.t 
-3-35 	-3-3-3  
Susceptible to noise due to small window 
Selectable sensitivity to edge direction 
-1-2-11-10 1 
Sobel 	0 0 0 	0 2 	Extensively used 
121 -101 
-1-1-1 	-10 1J 
Prewitt 	0 0 0 -1 0 1] 	Weak response to diagonal edges 
111 	-10i1 
0 -1 0 
Laplacian 	 -1 4 -1 	 Unable to detect edge direction 
0 -1 0 
t The full set of kernels comprises 8 rotations derived in the same fashion 
Table 2-1. Description of some of the more common derivative based edge detectors 
In contrast to the other kernels, which are first difference operators, the Laplacian is a 
second difference operator. The advantage of this is that it has a zero response to linear 
gradients. However, it responds more strongly to single points than to lines or corners, making 
it problematic in noisy environments. 
The Canny algorithm 
The Canny algorithm [9] is a good example of a commonly implemented progression from the 
basic gradient operator methods described in section 2.2.2. The algorithm is optimal for step 
edges with Gaussian noise. It may seem surprising then that the Sobel method was chosen over 
the Canny algorithm for implementation in the segmentation reference system as mentioned 
previously. However, the performance of the segmentation module, as part of a larger system 
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framework which is described in Chapter 4, was not seen as crucial for the research. As such, 
the Sobel method, being the most basic approach, was chosen for its simplicity. The algorithm 
Canny algorithm is based on a four stage approach: 
• Stage 1: Image smoothing 
The image data is first smoothed, in order to suppress noise. This is carried out by 
convolution with a two dimensional Gaussian function, the size of which is application-
dependent. 
. Stage 2: Differentiation 
For each pixel, gradient strengths are calculated by convolution with the first derivative 
of a Gaussian function in both x and y directions. From these orthogonal estimates of 
edge strength, both overall edge strength and edge direction can be derived by equations 
2.4 and 2.5 respectively. 
Stage 3: Non-maximum suppression 
The next stage involves placing the edges at the location of points of local maxima in 
the edge strength image, in order that clear, single edges should be produced. This is 
performed by suppressing non-maxima. A method for this is shown in figure 2-2, based 
examining the 3 x 3 grid of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest. The right-hand side 
of the diagram shows this group of pixels for the point indicated on the shape at the 
left-hand side of the diagram. The direction of the edge and its perpendicular at this point 
are indicated both on the left and right of the diagram. 
The edge strengths at both extremes of the perpendicular (indicated by filled circles in 
the diagram) are estimated by interpolation of the edge strength at the surrounding pixels. 
In the case of this example, this would involve interpolating at pixels a, b and d for one 
extreme and e, g and h for the other extreme. If the edge strength at the centre pixel is 
not greater than both these interpolated values, it is suppressed. 
• Stage 4: Edge thresholding 
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Figure 2-2: Non-maximum suppression 
Thresholding is carried out in the Canny system by a method of hysteresis. With a single 
threshold limit, if edge values fluctuate above and below the value, then the edge will 
appear broken - an artifact known as streaking. 
An upper and lower threshold are used in this method. If an edge value is lower than the 
lower limit, it is suppressed. If it is higher than the upper limit, it is accepted. If the edge 
value is between the two thresholds, it is accepted if it is connected to pixels which have 
a large edge strength. 
This drastically reduces the likelihood of streaking, since fluctuation on an edge must 
range from above the upper limit to below the lower limit in order to cause an effect. 
The ratio of low to high threshold will be determined by prior knowledge of the signal to 
noise ratio of the image. 
Unified Region and Edge Extraction 
There is a huge wealth of other segmentation methods which do not fall into any of the categories 
so far described [43,73,68,12,11]. These are of less direct relevance to the work in this thesis, 
but region extraction methods are briefly mentioned here for the sake of completeness, and to 
further indicate the diversity of available techniques. 
Region extraction methods can be sub-divided into region merging, region dividing, and 
region merging and dividing based techniques. Region extraction is a sequential method of 
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image segmentation, in that in general a starting point of regions is taken, which are then 
merged and divided as required to leave regions with desired features. 
For example, neighbouring regions with similar features would be merged. In contrast, 
should some measure of the variance of an image feature across the region be too high, the 
region would be split appropriately. These operations are repeated iteratively until some 
satisfaction criterion is met. 
Another view of segmentation to consider the unification of region extraction and edge 
detection. Mumford and Shah have taken this approach, using the minimisation of energy 
functionals to provide segmentation of both discrete and continuous, n-dimensional data [46, 
47]. The technique is based on the idea that an image can be considered as piece-wise smooth 
model, decomposing the image into a set of regions for each of which the image content varies 
smoothly within the region, but is discontinuous between regions. 
For the discrete, 2-dimensional case, the energy functional considered for each region is: 
E(f, B) = P2 > 	- 	+ 	(f - f') 2  + v, 	 (2.6) 
iES ii'ES 
where S is the set of pixels of the image, g j is the intensity of pixel i, f2 is the intensity 
of a smoothed image pixel, and v is the edge length of the boundaries. The first term aims to 
achieve f that approximates g. The second term adds the requirement that f does not vary 
much within each region. The third term asks that the boundaries which achieve this should be 
as short as possible. 
Leclerc has proposed the application of the minimum-description-length principle to region 
grouping [34]. Here, prior information about nature of the world represented in the image, 
and the image sensor itself, is used to construct a description language which can be used to 
recreate a given image. The inference process is to find the simplest description in the language 
which exactly reproduces the given image. The motivation behind this process is that, if a 
language can be found that provides an efficient description of a large number of images, then 
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the simplest descriptions in that language should reveal something about the causes of the 
observations in the images. 
The process is divided into two descriptive layers. The first of these aims to decompose 
an image into an underlying piecewise-polynomial image, and spatially varying white noise. 
The piecewise-polynomial describes the image in terms of a set of regions covering the entire 
image, with intensity variations described as polynomials, and a set of boundaries described as 
chain codes. The difference between this description and the image is modelled as white noise 
of unknown variance, which is independent between regions. A parallelizable, approximate 
technique is used to find the solution to the model. 
The second descriptive layer aims to group together regions that belong to a single surface. 
This is necessary since because of shadows, creases and partial occlusions, each region created 
by the first descriptive layer may correspond to a single part of a surface. Using the minimum-
description-length paradigm, regions are merged on the basis of "good continuation" of intensity 
variation within the regions. If it is simpler to describe the intensity variation within a group of 
regions with a single polynomial, than with independent polynomials, then regions should be 
merged. 
Although only two descriptive layers are described, the underlying aim of applying minimum-
description-length to image analysis is to provide a hierarchy of simplifying layers in order to 
provide the most compact description of an image, and so it could be extended to include later 
stages in visual interpretation. 
Both this minimum-description-length method and piece-wise smooth model suffer from 
the difficulty in minimising the resulting energy functions. Zhu and Yuille have proposed 
an method termed "region competition" [86] which attempts to address this problem, making 
a compromise between the global-image segmentation provided by these methods, and the 
localised nature of segmentation by, for example, filtering methods such as the Sobel operator. 
Minimisation is achieved by means of repeating a two stage algorithm. In the first stage, energy 
is minimised locally with the number of regions fixed. In the second stage, regions are merged 
provided that this also decreases the energy. Both stages cause the energy to decrease, and the 
algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local minimum. 
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Methods based on paradigms such as minimum-description-length and minimisation of 
energy functionals clearly have benefits over the localised edge operators primarily discussed 
and utilised in this thesis. Most significantly, the edge operator approach makes use only of 
local information in the image, and cannot guarantee closed edges to regions. A substantial 
difficulty with these approaches is that they are iterative, requiring substantially increased 
computation to operate when compared to something as simple as a Sobel operator. It is the 
edge operator approach which is pursued in this thesis, for reasons including the computational 
complexity issue, but primarily due to the prior existence of a Sobel-based system at BASE. 
The investigation of 'retrofitting' additional capability to this comparatively simple system was 
seen as of interest as a path of research. 
2.3 Feature extraction and classification 
Following sequentially on from image segmentation as described in section 2.2, the next stages 
in an ATR system are those related to object feature extraction and classification (figure 2-1). 
An overview of this field is given in this section. 
2.3.1 Feature extraction 
After segmentation of the objects, it is necessary to classify each object according to a set 
of features derived from that object's image data. These features should be chosen so as to 
maximise the separation of classes to be discriminated [6,29,3 8]. 
In other applications, for example in image compression, the aim of feature extraction is to 
maximise the reconstructive power of the features, in other words the features are chosen so as 
to enable accurate reconstruction of the original data from the features obtained. 
Although not mutually incompatible with the goal of feature extraction for classification, it 
should be stressed that the need here is for image features with discriminative capabilities. 
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One abstraction often made to aid visualisation is the concept of feature space. This is an N-. 
dimensional space, where N is the number of features, and the act of feature extraction is seen 
as a transformation into this space. Each object maps to a point in feature space, determined 
by the feature extraction used. The need for discriminative capabilities as described previously 
can therefore be visualised as a need to separate different classes of objects in feature space 
whilst keeping those objects in the same class localised. 
After feature extraction, for each object, there exists a set of features, or feature vector, 
I = { fo, fl,  f, . . .fN}, where N is the number of features. Expanding this notation to include 
multiple objects, 
(2.7) 
where F is a vector of object feature vectors, and J is the number of feature vectors. 
2.3.2 Classification background 
Classifiers can be divided into two main groups - supervised and unsupervised. Unsupervised 
classifiers are out of the scope of this thesis and are not discussed here. Supervised classification 
is the labelling of an unseen feature vector based on a set of previously labelled feature 
vectors[18,6,59,19]. The label given to these features is known as its class, c(f) E Q = 
{WI , . . .wI }, where I is the number of classes. Each of these classes has a class dependent 
probability distribution, P(fIw), and an a priori probability of occurrence, P(w). 
If the set of previously labelled feature vectors, 1, is sufficiently typical, then it is possible 
to estimate P(w2 ) as N1 /N where Ni is the number of feature vectors in the database subset 
containing w i . If the class conditional probability density functions, P(J1w2), can also be 
suitably modelled, then the a posteriori probability of any object, P(w2If) can be determined 
by means of Bayes Theorem, 
P(fJw2 )P(w) 
(2.8) P(w;lf) = 	P(J) 
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This provides the most probable identity of an unlabelled object - the object is labelled 
as belonging to class wi if P(w i ll) > P(w3 jf)Vi j. However, the nature of the class 
conditional probability density functions are often unknown. It is therefore required to estimate 
I discriminant functions, zk(f),  such that z(J) > z3 (f)VJ E F for i j given that c(f) = w. 
Linear classifiers 
Linear classifiers are used where the feature vectors for each class can be satisfactorily separated 
from those of other classes in feature space by a hyperplane. The general linear discrimination 
function can be described by 
	
Zk(f, 0) = Wok + ZD'f, 	 (2.9) 
where 0 is a parameter vector comprising a set of weights, ü3k, and a bias, 'Wok. 
It is common to derive the parameter vector estimate, ö, by means of an error criterion, 




- tkfl), 	 (2.10) 
n=1 k=1 
where tkn is the target value for each observation, n, with an encoding scheme of 
tk n = 1 	for k=w 
= 0 	otherwise. 
In order to minimise E(), and therefore find a solution for an iterative technique is often 
used, such as the steepest descent or conjugate gradient methods[6,55]. 
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K-nearest neighbour classifiers 
For density function P(f 1w2), the probability that a point will fall in a local neighbourhood L 
off is 
o = I P(w) d.  
JL 
If L is small and of volume V, this can be approximated as 
0 P(fiwz) V, 	 (2.12) 
giving 




2 . 14) 
where k is the number of samples within region L, and N is the number of samples within L 
of class 429,15]. Since V and k are interdependent, it is therefore possible derive the estimate 
P(j1w2) by either: 
. Fixing k, and finding V that encloses the number of points 
Fixing V. and finding the number of points, k, that fall in this volume 
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In practice, the latter can be problematic should the data feature vectors be unevenly spread 
through feature space. 
The former can be implemented by examining the k samples nearest in feature space to the 
feature vector to be classified, using a suitable distance measure, for example Euclidean. If km  
of these samples are of class rn, and km = max k i for i = 1, ..., C then this point is classified as 
belonging to class Wm. 
In contrast to the linear classifiers discussed previously, k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) clas-
sifiers are non-parametric. The disadvantage of k-NN classifiers is that all the feature vectors 
of objects with known class need to be stored and searched. Search time, however, can be 
improved through the use of pruning techniques and tree search algorithms, for example[29]. 
Regardless, even with these drawbacks, the steady progress of computing power, in both speed 
and storage space, makes the k-NN classifier viable in an increasing number of applications. 
Multilayer perceptron classifiers 
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifiers are a central element of a type of classifier known as 
artificial neural networks (ANN). The term ANN has arisen due to their biologically inspired 
roots, as a network of simplified neuron-like models known as perceptrons. Without dwelling 
on this background it is sufficient to say that the visualisation of the MLP as a network of 
perceptrons provides a useful abstraction of what is, in more traditional terms, a regression 
based non-linear classification method. There is extensive literature on the background of the 
MILP, and neural networks in general [6,41,62,2,30,65]. 
Typically, an MLP consists of three layers, as shown in figure 2-3. The number of units 
in each of the layers has been arbitrarily chosen for purposes of illustration. The perceptron 
units, indicated as circles, produce an output which is a weighted sum of inputs, plus a biasing 
value. In addition, the perceptrons in the hidden layer have a non-linearity introduced by the 
use of transfer function, p, usually chosen to be the sigmoid function. 
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Figure 2-3: A multilayer perceptron 
However conceptually satisfying this image of networks of perceptrons is, it is necessary to 
return a statistical viewpoint and put the MLP in the same perspective as the linear classifiers 
previously discussed. For the three layer IVIILP described, the discriminant functions, zk, are 
determined by the equation 
Wok+ Wj(wo + 	J), 	 (2 . 16)Zk(f,O)    
where 0 is, as with the linear classifier, a parameter vector containing weights and biases. 
Determination of 0, often referred to as training in the context of ANNs, is usually carried 
out iteratively by means of backpropogation. This involves evaluating the derivatives of the 
chosen error function, with respect to the weights and biases, back through the network. The 
least squares error function is often selected for this purpose, with the advantage that its 
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derivatives can be determined by use of the chain rule[6]. Minimisation of the error term can 
then be carried out my means of iterative techniques such as steepest descent or conjugate 
gradient. 
It is of great importance to determine when training is complete. The network should be 
able to generalise, that is, it should not have overfitted the training data given, resulting in 
a classifier with good classification capabilities with the training data but poor performance 
on unseen data. The usual method of determining the capability of the network in terms of 
generalisation is to reserve a set of data items in addition to those used for training, and to 
evaluate the performance of the network on these items also, as training is being performed. 
This is known as a validation set. If the error function evaluated for the training data decreases 
for each iteration, but the error function for the validation data consistently increases, then this 
suggests that the network is overfitting. 
As may be already apparent, the term MLP itself covers a large wealth of options in terms 
of architecture, training method and so on. To summarise, the most important are: 
• Network architecture: Number of layers, number of units in each layer, transfer function 
etc. This controls the complexity of the MILP classifier. 
• Error function: Sum-of-squares often used. 
• Error minimisation method: Steepest descent or conjugate gradient. 
• Number of training iterations: Known as epochs, often determined by use of a cross-
validation set of data items. This is used to control poor generalisation. 
This presents a problem for MLPs, since many of these features are often chosen on a 
basis of trial and error. However, the MLP is flexible, adaptive, and requires a small storage 
space when compared to an equivalent k-NN classifier. The decision boundaries are non-linear 
and continuous, although it is difficult to ensure that classes are fully enclosed by decision 
boundaries in feature space. This is a problem which has been of particular significance to this 
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thesis, since it renders the basic MLP particularly unsuitable in situations where it is necessary 
to determine the novelty of an unseen set of feature data - this is covered in Chapter 6. 
Other classifiers 
Other supervised classifiers include radial basis functions (RBFs), generalised linear discrim-
inants, and logistic discriminants. 
2.4 BASE background 
The project as a whole has been substantially moulded by the desire to conform to methods 
in use at BASE[25,24,23]. As mentioned in section 2.1, the 3-stage ATR system depicted in 
figure 2-1 has been adopted for reasons including this. The other aspect of research which has 
been largely determined by links with BASE concerns the nature of the image source used. 
In this section, the infrared image source used is described, along with some background 
information on infrared radiation. The segmentation system taken as a reference and starting 
point for this work is also defined. The feature extraction and classification stages indicated in 
the framework of figure 2-1 are not describe here as these aspects form part of a concurrent 
research project[71]. 
2.4.1 Image source and infrared radiation 
A thermal imaging camera module (11CM) was used as the image source for this research. 
Some background on such passive thermal sensors is given by Norton[49]. One advantage 
of such forward looking infrared (FLIR) technology is its passive nature. In the increasingly 
stealth-conscious world of modern warfare, this is a significant advantage over systems such as 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) where forward emissions can betray the location of the signal's 
source 
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All objects with a temperature above absolute zero emit infrared radiation. The higher 
the body's temperature, the more radiation emitted and the shorter the predominant or peak 
wavelength of the emissions. The infrared section of the electromagnetic spectrum is shown in 
figure 2-4. 
Much of the infrared spectrum, however, is not usable for sensors because the radiation is 
absorbed by water or carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The long wavelength infrared (LWIR) 
band ranges approximately 8-14 pm, with nearly 100% transmission in the 9-12 jIm region. 
The medium wavelength infrared (MWIR) band, spanning approximately 3.3-5.0 jtm, also 
provides nearly 100% transmission, and has the added benefit of lower ambient background 
noise. Short wavelength infrared (SWIIR), approximately 0.35-1.8 jim, provides the best clarity 
and resolution when solar or artificial illumination is available. 
The TICM system used is sensitive to the 8-12 ,a m region, allowing use in zero visible 
light conditions. 
log wavelength 
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Figure 2-4: Section of the electromagnetic spectrum 
The type of image source dictates to a large degree the type of further processing required. 
For FUR images, segmentation can be as simple as intensity thresholding, where pixels with 
an intensity greater than a given value are considered to be belonging to an object of interest. 
This is applicable since in many cases the objects in question will possess unusually high or 
low temperatures when compared to the background scene. 
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2.4.2 Segmentation reference system 
The segmentation method used in the reference system, and taken as a starting point for this 
research, is overviewed in figure 2-5. 
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Figure 2-5: Architecture of the reference segmentation system 
The segmentation system can be sub-divided into 3 main areas, as also depicted in figure 
2-5: 
• Edge generation: The production of a binary edge image from a source image, mapping 
each pixel from the source image to a set state should that pixel be considered to constitute 
the edge of an object. 
• Object mask creation: The isolation of all image areas enclosed within closed edges 
produced from the edge generation stage, each of which is seen as constituting one 
complete object. 
• Object extraction: The use of the object mask data to extract intensity image data from 
the original source data which is contained within the objects. 
Each of these aspects is now described in more detail. 




The edge generation method used in the reference system is based on the Sobel operator[21], 
which for each image pixel, f ( x, y), estimates the local derivative, Vf ( x, y). The magnitude of 
Vf(x, y) is approximated as the sum of two orthogonal local derivative operators, I H + I H, I: 
Vf(x,y)
- 15f(x,y) ôf(x,y)I 
=[H Hg], - L 	lJ  
Vf(x, y ) = (2.17) 
The two operators, Hx and H, are calculated by passing two 3x3 masks, given in figure 
2-6 over the image. The end result of applying these Sobel operators to an image is a 
transformation approximating I Vf(x,  y) 1, the magnitude of the local gradient vector, known as 





Figure 2-6: Sobel masks used to estimate Hx and fI 
Figure 2-7 shows intensity histograms for both a source FUR image and the Sobel-based 
edge strength image derived from this. Several points can be made from these distributions: 
There is a significant peak in both histograms at an intensity of zero, caused by unused 
image area due to camera underscan. This artifact can be eliminated by dealing only 
with a specified region of interest (ROl) extracted from the complete image. 
There is one main peak, at an intensity around 80, in the source image histogram due to 
the absorption of solar infrared energy by objects with similar thermal properties and at 
similar distances to the sensor. 
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3. The third peak in the source image histogram, at full intensity, is caused by infrared 
sources such as humans and engines, and the land mass close to the sensor. This peak is 
exaggerated as is corresponds to the point of sensor saturation. 
Figure 2-7: Intensity histograms for source image and derived Sobel edge strength image 
After application of the Sobel operator, the edge strength image is subject to a binary 
threshold. This produces a binary edge map whose pixels are set only where the corresponding 
pixel from the edge strength image exceeds a specified threshold. 
The determination of the threshold is carried out by means of a three stage serial process: 
. ROt extraction: The region of interest comprising the image area within the camera 
scan is extracted, eliminating unused areas at the edge of the full image which contain 
no data and would cause artifacts in the intensity histogram generation. 
• Intensity histogram generation: The determination of the distributions of pixel intensity 
over the whole region of interest. 
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• Threshold calculation: After calculating the statistical measures of mean and standard 
deviation of the intensity histogram, the threshold, 'r is set at r = it + Ku, where K is 
manually determined to achieve good results for the nature of images being processed. 
This is a simple technique which nevertheless achieves satisfactory results at the expense 
of requiring adjustment by means of trial and error. - 
Mask generation 
After the production of a binary edge map, the image is passed to an 8-way directional edge 
walker. This process analyses pixel connectivity to determine which pixels constitute the edges 
of a single object. The edge walker used assumes that if the central pixel of a 30 pixel grid is 
set, then that pixel is part of the same object as any set pixel in the surrounding 8 pixels. The 
pixel components of each object are tagged on a per-object basis. 
The final stage of mask generation is to fill the tagged edge map image so that solid objects 
are created. This is achieved by filling in any non-tagged pixels which are bounded by a pair 
of tagged pixels on the same image scanline. 
Object extraction 
Although the object masks produced by the mask generation stage contain full shape information 
for each object, the object extraction stage packages this data with other information to provide 
a more complete description of each object: 
• Bounding box: The bounding box is the minimum sized rectangle which can enclose 
all pixels contained within the object. The bounding box can be fully described by the 
position of two coordinates corners within the source image. 
• Object mask: As produced by the mask generation stage. Only the mask data contained 
within the bounding box and pertaining to the object in question is extracted. 
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• Object intensity data: The source image pixels corresponding to the object's tagged 
and set mask pixels are extracted. Again, only the area within the bounding box is dealt 
with. Any pixels within the bounding box but not part of the object are set to zero, to 
avoid clutter/background interference which is likely in a cluttered environment. 
2.5 The need for improvement 
The basic ATR system outlined in section 2.1 is often highly sensitive to the complexities of 
real image data. In particular, the correct classification of objects is highly dependent on the 
quality of the object segmentation. Segmentation must provide accurately extracted objects, 
such that the characteristic features for recognition can be derived. 
2.5.1 Types of segmentation problem 
Badly segmented objects arise due to several causes. Frequently this is caused by an increased 
sensitivity to segmentation threshold, due to the close proximity of other image data to the 
objects. This is the case, for example, in sea-scape imagery, where a yacht straddles the 
horizon, or where wash follows the path of a motor boat. In these cases, over-segmentation is 
the usual symptom, characterised by neighbouring non-object pixels being including with the 
object. An example of this is shown in Figure 2-8 (b). In this Figure, an ideal segmentation is 
considered to be one which includes all object pixels, and no non-object pixels. A non-ideal 
segmentation is considered to be any deviation from the ideal. The definition and measurement 
of segmentation quality is discussed further in section 2.6. 
Another common type of poor object extraction is caused by the selection of a segmentation 
threshold which is too low. This can lead to non-closure of objects, resulting in incomplete 
object extraction as typified in figure 2-8 (a). 
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Figure 2-8: Examples of ideal and non-ideal segmentation. 
2.5.2 Choice of approach to the problem 
There are many ways of improving ATR performance, assuming: 
. A starting point of the basic system described in section 2. 1, incorporating the reference 
segmentation system from section 2.4.2 
The qualification that the classification stage is optimal for the object features provided 
Even by maintaining the same basic serial structure, there exists possibilities of introducing 
changes before, during and after the segmentation system. Some possibilities are outlined in 
this section, along with potential structural changes. 
Pre-segmentation methods 
By improving the nature of data provided as input to the segmentation algorithm, it is possible to 
raise the quality of segmentation as well as, ultimately, the classification rate. Options include 
changing the type of sensor used, in terms of sensor type, resolution and signal to noise ratio. A 
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powerful method is to combine two or more sensors in a multisensor fusion environment [69], 
for example the coupling of an infrared sensor with a spatially matched visual range camera. 
The use of pre-processing of the sensor data before segmentation may also be beneficial. 
With a priori knowledge of the nature of the sensor used, or the type of environment being 
viewed, suitable pre-processing can be applied. Examples would include the application of a 
low-pass filter to reduce sensor noise, or mean line intensity removal to weaken the effect of 
strong horizontal lines such as the horizon. 
Segmentation methods 
The obvious choice to improve the final classification rate of an ATR system is, predictably, to 
alter the core segmentation technique in some way. 
The Sobel-based segmentation method which has been described, although effective for 
FUR imagery, is certainly non-optimal, and not capable of automatic operation in differing 
image conditions. The use of a more robust solution, such as the Canny algorithm, would 
almost certainly improve performance, at the expense of computational complexity. Perhaps 
surprisingly then, the Canny algorithm was not implemented as part of this thesis. The choice of 
underlying segmentation algorithm, when combined with the full image segmentation system 
presented in Chapter 3, was not deemed to be of critical importance. Indeed, as is discussed in 
Chapter 5, it was necessary to create poorly segmented data in order to evaluate the system. 
Post-segmentation methods 
Although the problem of bad segmentation has already occurred in the system before object 
feature data reaches the classifier, it is still possible to rectify the situation somewhat at this 
stage. 
By training the classifier with examples of both well and poorly segmented objects, it may 
be possible to improve the classification rate. Since the poorly segmented objects will have 
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significant feature differences to their well segmented counterparts, it may be necessary to 
define additional classes for the poorly segmented objects. 
The downfall of such a technique is that since the poorly segmented class is implicitly 
ill-defined, it may be impossible to achieve a satisfactory rate of classification. Also, since 
the segmented objects are not spatially complete, it may be impossible to derive some object 
features which may be necessary, such as the centre of mass. This may be of vital importance 
in, for example, a weapons targeting system, where the location of the centre of an object is 
needed. 
Methods involving ATR structural change 
The serial nature of the ATR system presented does not utilise the possibility of high-level 
information acquired from later stages in the system to be applied to those coming before. 
Although the use of feedback to the segmentation stage from later processing seems the 
obvious choice of design strategy, it is not without potential difficulties. Such an iterative 
technique would be non-deterministic, and with the possibility of instability. 
2.6 Segmentation assessment methods 
Whereas the evaluation of the classification stage in an ATR system is straightforward, the 
evaluation of segmentation quality has remained difficult to define. Even with the availability 
of manually created, optimally segmented reference images for comparison, the problem of 
obtaining a metric reflecting the success of a segmentation algorithm is not immediately 
apparent. In addition, the production of such reference images introduces the question of 
"What constitutes an optimally segmented image?" and is prone to human error in what is an 
ultimately very tedious task. Methods based on the comparison of segmented and reference 
images are referred to as discrepancy based techniques. 
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In a practical situation, reference segmentation images may not be feasible should assess-
ment be required over a large number of images. A compromise is to have a semi-automated 
segmentation for producing reference images, in that some parameters need to be manually 
adjusted to achieve the desired result. 
Segmentation quality estimates which do not require a reference image have also been 
devised, based on image features extracted from the segmented image. Such methods are 
generally termed goodness based metrics, since their operation is based on evaluating how well 
image features match those deemed to be appropriate for the segmented output. 
This section discusses the need for automatic segmentation evaluation methods, and over-
views some of the suggested empirical techniques from the literature. 
2.6.1 The need for automatic segmentation assessment 
In the development of segmentation algorithms, it is difficult to compare algorithms unless some 
sort of metric for evaluating performance has been agreed. Much research into segmentation 
techniques has therefore been somewhat ad hoc; developed for one particular application and 
shown to work in that situation. A good survey of segmentation assessment techniques is 
provided by Zhang [84]. 
For the purposes of the work presented in this thesis, it was considered that such a metric 
should have the properties of: 
No requirement for reference segmentation images 
Suitability for automatic operation 
Property (1), the case for goodness based measures, is only achievable if the application 
allows the definition of typical, desired segmentation output. This could be the case, for 
example, where it is known that the segmentation should produce objects with no holes, and 
no sharp corners. By assessing the objects produced by segmentation and determining these 
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geometrical features, it would be possible to estimate a metric indicated segmentation quality. 
Even in such a situation, however, there is a significant problem; the evaluation can only be 
applied to objects produced by the segmentation stage. Therefore, if the segmentation does not 
detect an object at all, then it will not be taken into account in the metric. 
Property (2) raises a point central to this thesis - if an automatic assessment system capable 
of estimating segmentation quality is devised, then it may be possible to train an adaptive 
segmentation system automatically by use of this metric as a parameter for supervised learning. 
2.6.2 Discrepancy based measures 
The most obvious approach to a discrepancy based segmentation metric is based on the number 
of mis-segmented pixels. Under the general definition of segmentation, by considering it as a 
multi-class pixel classification process, we can define two error measures[84]. A type I error 
is defined for pixel class k as: 
(, 
c) - Ckk 
MI (k) = 100 x 	 (2.18) 
2=1 Cik 
where N is the number of pixel classes, and C ij is the number of pixels of class j determined 
as class i by the segmentation process[84]. The numerator in equation 2.18 represents the 
number of pixels of class k incorrect classified, and the denominator is the total number of 
pixels of class k. A type II error can similarly be defined as: 
(>: Ck) - Ckk 
M11 (k) 100 
X (N 	c) - 	1 C' 	
(2.19) 
where the numerator represents the number of pixels of other classes incorrectly determined 
as class k, and the denominator is the total number of pixels not of class k[84]. 
These discrepancy measures are based only on the number of mis-segmented pixels, and 
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do not take into account the spatial information of these pixels. Other measures have been 
proposed to address this problem, such as the mean-square distance figure of merit (FOM)[54], 
which for binary edge images is given by 
1 
FOM= 	
1 +>< d2(i)' 	
(2.20) 
where N = max(N2 , Na ) and Ni and Na refer to the number of ideal and actual detected 
edge pixels. The value of d(i) represents the distance between the ith detected edge pixel and 
the nearest pixel that actually is an edge, and p is a scaling parameter. 
2.6.3 Goodness based measures 
By assuming that images are composed of background and compact objects, neither of which 
are strongly textured, a busyness measure can be used to indicate segmentation quality. This 
is derived from the spatial grey level cooccurrence matrix (SGLDM), which is a frequently 
encountered tool in image analysis, particularly in texture classification [271. 
The spatial grey level dependence matrix (SGLDM) 
The SGLDM is defined as a square matrix of Nq2 elements, where Ng is the number of grey 
levels in an image [35,36,28]. Element [i, i] of this matrix is an integer representing the number 
of times that grey level i and j occur together in the source image at a given distance and 
separation. Commonly, this distance is taken to be a single pixel, and an angle parallel to either 
axis is used; that is, nearest neighbour co-occurrence is measured. The SGLDM of an image 
is implicitly symmetrical through the leading diagonal, with emphasis on or near the leading 
diagonal indicating a relatively smooth image (since similar grey levels are co-occurring) and 
emphasis away from the leading diagonal indicating a trend of discontinuities in the image. 
Low busyness found when examining those entries of the SGLDM representing the per- 
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centage of object-background adjacencies indicates a smoothly thresholded image, and hence 
implies a good segmentation result[27]. 
Intra-region uniformity 
Similarly, by making the assumption that a well segmented image will tend towards high intra-
region uniformity, another measure can be made. The uniformity of a feature over a region can 
be computed on the basis of the variance of that feature evaluated at every pixel belonging to 
that region. This grey level uniformity (GU) measure is defined as: 
GU = 	( X y) - 	 f(x, 	 (2.21) 
i (x,y)ER 	 2  (x,y)ER 
where R, is the ith segmented region, A, is the area of region i, and f(x, y) an arbitrary 
image feature for pixel (x, y) whose variance is sought. 
Inter-region contrast 
Conversely, an indication of segmentation quality can also be sought by measuring inter-region. 
contrast[39]. The grey level contrast measure can be calculated simply by 
GC= 	 (2.22) 
where 10  is the mean object grey level, and f& is the mean background grey level. 
Shape-based 
It is also possible to use region shape to give a measure of segmentation quality, as well as grey 
level. One such shape measure (SM) is defined by: 
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SM = 	( 1: Sgn (f (X1 y) - fN(,)) g(x, y)Sgn (f(x, y) - T)) 	(2.23) 
(x,y) 
where fN(x,y)  is the average gray value of the neighbourhood N(x, y) of pixel (x, y), with 
grey level f(x, y) and gradient g(x, y)[84.].  T is the threshold value selected for segmentation, 
C is a normalisation factor and Sgn() is the sign function. 
2.6.4 Goal orientated methods 
Sitting rather awkwardly in either of the previous two groups, goal orientated methods are 
based on the theory that since the ultimate goal of an image analysis system is to derive features 
from objects, then it is these features that should be examined to deduce segmentation quality 
[8511. 
If we have image features derived from the objects of an ideally segmented reference image, 
then the relative ultimate measurement accuracy (RUMA) is defined as 
Rf - Sf I RUMA = 	x 100%, 	 (2.24) 
R 
Where R1 is the feature value obtained from the reference image and Sf is the value 
measured from the segmentated image to be evaluated[85]. Although the goal orientated 
nature of this measure is appealing, the need for a reference image is a significant drawback, 
and also requires the matching of objects between automatically segmented and reference 
images 
The derivation of a goal orientated method of segmentation evaluation without the need for 
a reference image is central to this thesis and is discussed in detail in chapter 6. 
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2.7 Automatic thresholding 
Closely related to the area of research presented within this thesis is the area of automatic 
threshold determination. Here, a variety of methods have been developed to set threshold levels 
for segmentation based on features extracted from the source image itself, or the segmented 
image. Methods suggested include the use of wavelets[50], count of 4-connected regions[44], 
mean adjacent pixel number[64], and co-occurrence matrix-shape connectivity [40]. 
Of particular significance to the work presented here, Bhanu and Lee have examined the use 
of a genetic algorithm to alter global segmentation parameters based on features extracted from 
the segmented image[4,5]. Scherf and Roberts have also examined the use of post-segmentation 
derived information to determine a global thresholding value for the final segmentation of an 
image [66], using a neural network to control the system. Here, features used were based on 
the contrast, uniformity, size, shape, scattemess and number of regions of the objects produced 
by the initial segmentation. 
2.8 Summary 
This chapter has outlined some aspects of image analysis which are relevant to the work in 
this thesis and ATR in general. Also, a summary of the systems taken as a starting point to 
this work has been described, along with a breakdown of paths that could have been taken to 
improve system performance. Finally, some background in the area of segmentation evaluation 
has been given, since the implementation of such a technique is a necessity in assessing the 
performance of any system. The next chapter progresses on from this background work by 
describing the initial attempts to design a more flexible and powerful segmentation system. 
Chapter 3 
Adding flexibility and enhanced capability 
to the reference segmentation system. 
The original aim of the research now presented within this thesis was the application of 
artificial neural networks to the task of image segmentation. Much work has been presented in 
the literature within this scope, much in the low level areas of edge detection [48] and texture-
based segmentation [51,10]. Neural networks have also been applied to the determination of 
threshold level [66], and more radical techniques aiming to train the network to carry out the 
full task of segmentation [31,20]. A good survey of the use of neural networks in AIR is 
provided by Roth [61], and the use of MLPs in image segmentation in covered by Tarr [74]. 
With reference to section 2.5.2, an approach involving structural change to the reference 
segmentation system was taken, under the premise that this option would afford the most 
substantial possibility for novel research. 
Research was initially directed at developing a segmentation system with increased flexib-
ility, in terms of the number of parameters available and their scope, into which an artificial 
neural network could be embedded and evaluated as a suitable controlling system. It was also 
hoped that this increased flexibility should bring with it an associated increase in segmentation 
capability, in that the extended system should be able to cope with more situations. Once 
such a system was in place, it was envisaged that should a suitable controlling system, perhaps 
based around an artificial neural network as originally suggested, should be able to automatic-
ally control this increased power. This could potentially provide an automatically controlled 
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increase in segmentation capability, and hence a segmentation system with overall improved 
performance over the reference system. 
This chapter describes the implementation of an initial system design, which was ultimately 
superseded by the revised design presented in chapter 4. It is discussed here primarily to put the 
revised design in context. On account of this, and also due to retrospective analysis rendering 
the design as flawed in several respects, results achieved with the system are not given. 
3.1 Original system design and design issues 
The initial effort to improve the reference segmentation system focused on developing a complex 
and potentially powerful, two stage segmentation method[58]. This complexity of this system 
proved ultimately to be responsible for the insurmountable difficulties associated with its 
realisation. 
As mentioned in this section 2.5.2, reservations regarding stability were held with the use 
of feedback in the segmentation system. On account of this, a limited, 'unrolled', alteration 
was therefore proposed, as illustrated in figure 3-1. 
The fundamental concept used was that of a two stage segmentation system, comprising 
object detection and analysis, followed by a resegmentation module. The aim behind the system 
was to retain the reference segmentation system as part of an initial segmentation stage, adding 
additional power through the second, resegmentation, system. The goal of resegmentation is to 
correct the initial segmentation of each object, by means of an optimal segmentation technique 
chosen by virtue of information derived from this initial segmentation. 
3.1.1 Object detection and analysis 
The object detection and analysis section, as suggested by its name, was designed to fulfil two 
needs 
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Figure 3-1: Architecture of original system 
. Detect, and extract, objects from the source image 
. Derive features from the objects extracted, by which to estimate a more optimal method 
and/or parameter set for extracting them from the source image 
The term detection has been used here to stress that the segmentation being carried out 
at this stage should be optimised for the detection of objects, rather than necessarily for their 
accurate extraction. These two aspects are not inherently equivalent. 
Segmentation 
The object detection and analysis stage includes a segmentation sub-system identical to the 
reference segmentation design. This aims to optimally detect potential target objects - to this 
end, although its implementation is the same as the reference system, the controlling parameters 
are optimised for detection rather than optimal segmentation. 
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Problem 	 Rectification path 
Missing data in BBox (bad closure) Resegmentation 
Missing data in other BBox 	Merging of BBoxes, possible resegmentation 
Missing data not in other BBox Extension of BBoxes, possible resegmentation 
Missing data not in frame 	No solution 
Table 3-1. Possible methods for rectifying under-segmentation problems 
Locality reassessment 
Some problems frequently encountered in segmentation were outlined in section 2.5.1. Bad 
segmentation involving over-segmentation, the situation encountered when pixels extraneous 
to the object are mistakenly extracted alongside the object itself, can potentially be rectified by 
resegmenting the image area contained within the bounding box (BBox). Locality reassessment 
is concerned with dealing with the more complex situations associated with under-segmentation, 
where pixels are missing from the extracted objects. The possible scenarios can be divided up 
as: 
Bad closure (l)  
I In other BBox 2 
Object incomplete External to BBox In frame ( Not in other BBox 3 
Out of frame (4)  
The solutions, where available, to each of these situations are summarised in Table 3-1; 
references to 'other BBox' more precisely describe another BBox within the same image frame. 
The resolution of each of these scenarios was the defining factor in the design of the locality 
reassessment stage. 
A two step procedure of BBox expansion followed by merging was implemented. BBoxes 
are first extended on each side, subject to the limitation of the frame boundaries, by a set number 
of pixels, n, BBox merging is carried out by means of combining BBoxes with any spatial 
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overlap. Combined with BBox expansion, this effectively means that BBoxes within a close 
proximity, given by 2n, are combined as one. 
ROl extraction 
The task of ROl extraction is straightforward. Given the parameters for the BBoxes produced 
by the locality reassessment stage, the ROl extraction stage produces the corresponding image 
areas from the original frame. 
Feature extraction and combination estimation 
The feature extraction used within the object detection and analysis section must be optimised 
so as to produce features capable of not only identifying particular segmentation faults, but also 
to estimate the best resegmentation technique to be used to rectify the situation. The features 
which are extracted I are used as input to a classification stage, referred to as combination 
estimation. 
The resegmentation section is capable of arbitrarily combining the information from and 
combination rir edge generation modules. This yields 2" - 1 possible solutions, and proved 
to be too complex a system to model. The resegmentation system is described in section 3.1.2. 
3.1.2 Resegmentation 
The design of the resegmentation stage was driven by a perceived need for expandability, 
flexibility and power. By using an algorithm to combine the output from an arbitrary number, 
r, of edge-generating segmentation algorithms, such scalability of power was achieved. 
design of the feature extraction stage is given in section 4.1.4, as part of the description of the 
revised segmentation system. The same system was implemented in this case. 
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Resegmentation edge generation modules 
A selection of four segmentation algorithms was chosen to implement in the resegmentation 
system. The only restraining factor was enforced by the use of a common data output standard, 
defined as being a binary edge image. The four methods implemented were: 
• Sobel operator: Similar in design to the reference segmentation system described in 
section 2.4.2, the binary edge image being produced by thresholding an image convolved 
by the Sobel operator according to a threshold determined from the intensity histogram 
as ,u + Ku. 
• Texture energy[28]: Produced from the SGLDM M (described in section 2.6.3),of a 
fixed-size window containing the area surrounding each pixel, as 
N9 N9 
E= 	 (3.1) 
i=O j=O 
where Ng is the number of intensity levels in the source image (and hence the side length 
of the SGLDM), and N is the number of pixels in the window used to generate the 
SGLDM. Discontinuities in the texture feature image generated by this technique are 
then found my means of convolution with the Sobel operator, and a binary edge image is 
created by thresholding at a pre-determined intensity level. 
• Texture contrast[28]: produce in an identical manner to texture energy, with the texture 
feature of contrast being used, derived from the SGLDM as 
1 N9 N9 
T = 	 — j) 2M(i,j). 	 (3.2) 
i=O j=O 
• Texture variance[28]: Again, produced in the same manner as the other texture features, 
and derived from the SGLDM as 
1 N9 N9 = 	- rn)2M(i,j), 	 (3.3) 
i=O j=O 
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where m is the mean: 
1 N9 N9 
172 = 	 iM(i,j). 	 (3.4) 
i=O j=O 
This range of segmentation algorithms provides good diversity and scope, although present-
ing a large range of parameters. For each SGLDM based algorithm, a window width and height 
must be provided, with larger windows leading to more populated SGLDMs, but also causing 
the effect of blurring the texture features. All of the segmentation algorithms also have an asso-
ciated threshold level parameter, specified in terms of K with respect to the mean and standard 
deviation of the intensity distribution. The large parameter space, coupled with 2" - 1 (= 15 
for h r = 4) potential combinations of edge images provides significant flexibility, with the 
associated complexity and difficulty of modelling. 
MLE combination of edge images 
The process of combining the edge images from a number of separate sources is very similar to 
aspects of multi-sensor fusion. Rather than combining edge images generated from different 
sensors, however, the aim is to combine information from several edge images generated from 
the same sensor but with differing segmentation methods. 
As such, a combination method, using edge images, which had been applied successfully 
to multi-sensor data by Chu and Aggarwal [13], was implemented. This method, based on 
maximum likelihood estimation (MILE) assumes that the input edge images are corrupt versions 
of the 'perfect' edge image from which they are derived. The algorithm attempts to recreate 
this 'perfect' edge image by assuming that the inputs only deviate from it by the addition of 
Gaussian noise sources, which are independent from edge image to edge image and from pixel 
to pixel. Although there is no evidence that these noise sources are in fact Gaussian, the central 
limit theorem indicates that the accumulated effects of various noise sources with unknown 
characteristics is best modelled by a Gaussian source. The MILE process aims to create an 
output which is a negotiated result from the input data set rather than a selection from it. Also, 
any pixels which are connected in the input edge images should remain connected in the output 
edge image. 
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The algorithm operates by mapping edge pixels from the inputs to the output edge map. A 
search circle (SC) is used to limit the extent of searching for possible candidates for mappings. 
The radius of this SC, the fusion radius, greatly effects both the computational complexity of 
the algorithm and the nature of the output. In effect, it sets the maximum distance that two 
edge pixels in the input may be separated by to be mapped to the same output edge pixel. The 
algorithm can be described as: 
. Create a SC for every pixel position in the input edge image which possesses at least one 
edge pixel 
. For each input edge image, find the edge pixel(s), if any, within the SC, that are nearest 
to the centre of the SC 
. Calculate maximum likelihood estimation as a weighted average of these edge pixels 
. Record the mapping toward the MILE solution for each contributing edge pixel. If an 
edge pixel receives different mappings from multiple SCs, use the SC mapping carrying 
the heaviest weight. 
. After the IvILE solution for each SC has been found, the mappings between input and 
output edge images are examined, and any pixels which are adjacent in the input edge 
images are linearly connected in the output image. 
The example in figure 3-2 illustrates the practical effect of combining edge images with the 
MILE algorithm. Here, the thin lines represent the input edges, and the thick lines the output 
edges produced. The dashed circle shows the extent of the SC used for fusion. 
It can be seen that in the area where the two input lines run parallel, they are close enough 
to be combined into one output line, but as they diverge, towards the right the right of the 
image, the algorithm leaves them intact as two separate entities. It can also be seen that all 
connectivity present in the input edges has been preserved. 
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Figure 3-2: The effect of MILE combination 
3.1.3 Assessing the performance of the original system 
The locality reassessment discussed in section 3.1.1, whilst undoubtedly providing the ability 
of amending poor segmentation for a large class of cases were missing pixels are outside the 
original BBox, brought with it complications in terms of assessing the performance of the 
system. 
In evaluating the resegmentation section of the original system, two absolute measures 
would be needed. Firstly, a metric indicating the quality of segmentation of the object produced 
by the first segmentation stage, and secondly, the same metric applied to the object after being 
subjected to the resegmentation process. The difference in these two measures could then be 
used to determine the effectiveness of the resegmentation process. 
However, the possibility that BBoxes associated with more than one object from the original 
segmentation could be merged, coupled with the prospect that image areas presented for 
resegmentation could yield more than one object, removes the certainty of a direct mapping 
between objects before and after resegmentation. This presents a significant problem for 
assessing system performance, since presumptions have to be made to relate objects presented 
for resegmentation with those output from this stage. 
In addition to this complication, the problem of deriving an automatic segmentation quality 
metric for a given object also remained. However, a procedure for estimating segmentation 
quality, when using the locality reassessment methods already discussed, was implemented. 
This presumed the existence of: 
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. a classification function, c(f), giving the class of an object, w 
• a goodness metric, q(f)  indicating how well the object matches the expectations of an 
object of class w, therefore reflecting its segmentation quality 
If the functions c(f) and q(J)  are non-ideal, which, after all, is the raison-d'être of this 
thesis, the case for this being a foundation for a reasonable scoring system seems rather flawed, 
since generally, the classification may not always be correct. Both c(J) and q(J)  must be 
estimated twice for each object; after initial segmentation, with the feature vector f3, and after 
resegmentation, with the feature vector Jr.  However, presuming that the original segmentation 
method is fixed, then the objects produced by this stage will not vary. Hence, a database of 
objects produced from this first segmentation stage could be manually labelled according to 
their class, leaving only three metrics to estimate. A description of the database which was 
produced for this purpose is given in chapter 5. 
Therefore, with c(f)  manually determined, and at least the relative difference between 
q(f5) and q(f)  assumed to be indicative of a rise or fall in segmentation quality, C(fr)  is 
the main factor determining the accuracy of the assessment procedure. However, if (f,) i5 
determined incorrectly, then this will affect the assessment procedure only in terms of false 
negatives; such situations would lead to the resegmentation as being rated very badly, since it 
had resulted in the transformation of an object into a form which couldn't be recognised as its 
object class, never mind as a well-segmented example. 
Returning to the problem mentioned previously regarding the mapping of objects to their 
resegmented counterparts, the attempted solution implemented operated under the presumptions 
that C(Jr)  was accurate enough to relate objects which had been merged after initial segmentation 
to the corresponding objects, if separated, after resegmentation. The estimation of q(f)  was 
derived from zk(J,  0), where k = c(J), and the discriminant zk was calculated by means of a 
MILP, as described in equation 2.16. 
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3.2 Discussion of problems with original system 
Retrospectively, the design of much of the original system was flawed, and somewhat naïve. Of 
perhaps most consequence, the assessment methods described in section 3.1.3 was ill-founded. 
Unexpectedly, the reason for this lay not with the presumptions made surrounding the mapping 
of objects between original segmentation and resegmentation stages, since in application, only 
a small proportion of input object BBoxes were merged with BBoxes containing other object 
classes. Rather, the method for estimating q(f)  by means of an MLP did not take into account 
the behaviour of such classifiers when presented with novel features, such as those from a badly 
segmented object. Often, a badly segmented example of an object would yield better values of 
q(J) than a well segmented counterpart'. 
Since all the results obtained from the original system were therefore unsound, they are 
not detailed here. A brief discussion of some of the other design problems realised whilst 
conducting research with the system are given here for the purposes of chronological record, 
and to perhaps greater illustrate the reasoning behind the design for the second system. 
In general, the main problem with the original system was underestimation of the com-
plexities of a system of this scale and flexibility. The original segmentation system was, when 
implemented, tested in operation in two forms. Firstly, the best combination of edge images 
for resegmentation was found for each object by a 'brute force' method of calculating the 
output, for each object, of each of the possible combinations. Although as mentioned previ-
ously, the assessment method used was ill-founded, qualitative assessment of the capabilities 
of the system initially looked promising. However, when the combination estimation stage was 
implemented, by means of an MLP and later a k-NN classifier, the behaviour of the system 
could not be modelled. 
The ordering of locality reassessment preceded by feature extraction for estimating the best 
resegmentation combination provided a potentially impossible task. This is namely estimating 
2This inability of MLPs to handle novelty is discussed in detail in chapter 6. 
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the best resegmentation of an image area based on features extracted from an image area which 
varied in relationship to the former image area. This depends on whether neighbouring image 
areas were merged as potential parts of the same object. 
The combination of resegmentation information by means of maximum likelihood estim-
ation, in conjunction with an arbitrary choice of complex individual resegmentation methods, 
also led to an unknown and extremely untenable relationship between the original object and 
those produced by the resegmentation stage. 
Simplification of the method used for combination of resegmentation information, along 
with the use of only a selection of edge based resegmentation techniques, with varying 
thresholds, and the reduction of the locality reassessment stage to no longer include object 
merging, however, still did not yield any successful results. It was felt that this was due to the 
problems with the scoring system as previously discussed. However, it was this severe simpli-
fication of the system, and realisation of the difficulties with segmentation assessment which 
provided a starting point for developing the next incarnation of the two stage segmentation 
system. 
Chapter 4 
Final System Design 
In this chapter, the design of the revised system, which was used as the model for the thesis, is 
presented. The design of the revised segmentation system relied greatly on experience gained 
with the original design. The changes made were in general simplifications of the original 
design, in an effort to make the behaviour of the system more readily understandable, in terms 
of human observation, and ultimately more likely to be capable of being controlled by an 
automatic system. 
4.1 Revised system and design issues raised 
An overview of the system is illustrated in figure 4-1. 
In resemblance to the original segmentation system, the revised design is based around 
a two stage segmentation process. In contrast, however, only the first segmentation stage is 
required should the initial segmentation be deemed successful. In effect, the revised system 
performs identically to the basic ATh system outlined in section 2.1 in normal operation. 
Another substantial difference to the original segmentation system lies in the use of a 
classifier capable of detecting novelty in object features'. This evaluation of novelty is central 
to the operation of the system, and is processed by the addition of a results processing stage 
which evaluates the output from the other two stages to produce a final output. 
'The design of this classifier is discussed in detail in chapter 6, along with justification for the use of 
novelty in detecting poorly segmented objects. 
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Figure 4-1: Architecture of complete system 
4.1.1 Primary segmentation 
The primary segmentation stage, as with the initial segmentation step of the original system 
design, is based around the reference segmentation system described in section 2.4.2. Feature 
extraction is optimised for separating the object classes, and indeed in many cases this may be 
all the feature extraction that is necessary to process the object which is segmented. The primary 
segmentation stage ultimately produces an object class, c(f i ) by classification of feature set 1, 
and a novelty measure n(f i ) from the same features. 
4.1.2 Secondary segmentation 
As will be made clearer in section 4.1.3, the secondary segmentation stage need not necessarily 
be carried out in full, or indeed at all, should n(f3 ) meet set requirements. However, processing 
can begin in parallel to that of the primary segmentation stage as soon as the initial segmentation 
of this stage is complete. 
In the secondary segmentation stage, the presumption is made that the segmentation 
achieved in the primary segmentation stage is not satisfactory. This fact will not be known until 
n(J3 ) has been determined. The second feature extraction process is optimised to be able to 
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determine, from the first segmentation of the object, and presuming that it is not satisfactory, 
which resegmentation strategy should be applied to the source image area which contained the 
object in question. 
After the original image area for the object has been extracted, this is passed to a resegment-
ation stage, where one from a selection of segmentation algorithms is applied to the image. 
In another simplification over the original system, the segmentation methods implemented are 
identical to the reference segmentation system, although with adjusted thresholds. 
The remaining operations of the secondary segmentation stage are identical to those in the 
primary stage. A class, c(J,), and novelty, Ti(fr ) are derived for the features, fT. These features 
are obtained identically to those in the primary segmentation. 
4.1.3 Results processing 
The results processing stage is extremely simple in principal. The outputs are determined as: 
c(f) 	if n(f) <T 
= 	c(f) 	ifn(f3 ) ~! r, and n(!,.)  <Tr 	 (4.1) 
undefined otherwise, 
where 92 is the perceived class of the object in question, and 
{ n(f) if n(J)<r 
(4.2) 
12(Jr ) otherwise, 
where v is the estimated novelty of the object, should any further analysis of the confidence 
in its classification be needed. The thresholds 7-5 and Tr represent the required confidence in 
the original segmentation of the object, and its resegmentation, respectively. It can therefore 
be seen that there is no need to determine (fl) or c(J3 ) if n(J3 ) < r3 . The issues involved in 
determining suitable values for T5 and Tr are discussed in chapter 6. 
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4.1.4 The design of the feature extraction sub-system 
The feature extraction stage concludes the description of the revised system design, and is 
shown in figure 4-2. Feature extraction can be divided a two main processes; a pre-processing 
stage, which aims to minimise controllable variances in objects of the same class, and the core 
feature extraction stage itself. 
Pre-processing 
The pre-processing aspect of the system is designed to eliminate variance in object image 
data which is not of relevance to determining its class. These include scale, the influence of 
background image data within the BBox, and the absolute nature of the intensity levels in the 
object. 
The object is first transformed into a square image area, by the addition of symmetrical 
bands of minimum intensity data at either the sides or top and bottom of the object. This is to 
preserve the aspect ratio of the object itself, when it is later scaled to a pre-determined size. 
Next, the intensity data for the object is low pass filtered to reduce noise and some of the 
high frequency artifacts peculiar to individual objects. Due to the variable thermal window of 
the TICM unit used as a source for the images, the object is next histogram equalised. 
Rescaling the object to a set size is then performed to provide scale invariance. This is 
referred to as resampling, since in effect this is carried out my modelling the image to a sub-
pixel accuracy, and then resampling at the frequency required to provide the desired resolution. 
In a single FUR sensor system such as that under consideration in this thesis, the size of 
objects has little significance in classification since we have no knowledge of the distance to 
the object, the effect of the camera lens (which may be variable), or any desire to use contextual 
information to provide hints as to absolute object size. Also, a fixed object size is beneficial 
to facilitate simple derivation of many image features. Rescaling is implemented by means 
of a high resolution cubic spline, with a = —0.5. This is suggested by Parker, Kenyon and 
Troxel [53] from an analysis of nearest neighbour, linear interpolation, cubic B-splines and 
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high resolution cubic splines, for applications where further mathematical processing of the 
objects is to be performed. 
Feature extraction 
The core feature extraction stage can be broken down further into the actual calculation of the 
features, the selection of salient features, and the normalisation of this reduced feature vector. 
The reduction in the number elements in the feature vector is required because, typically, 
the number of features produced by many processes, such as the Fourier transform, is very 
large, and classification strategies are best performed on only those features best suited to 
separating the specified object classes. Also, a high-dimensional feature space tends to require 
substantially more of a classifier, in terms of both complexity, and training data required, 
to achieve satisfactory results[29,6]. The normalising of feature data, in terms of mean and 
variance, is also a prerequisite for classification. The particular method of feature generation, 
and how salient features are selected are both of great significance in the performance of a 
system such as this. Because of this, the implementation of these aspects are discussed in more 
detail in chapter 7 in the context of the different features implemented and the results obtained. 
4.2 Summary and discussion 
In this chapter, a description of the segmentation system designed as a framework for this thesis 
has been given. The structure and reasoning behind much of this has been significantly moulded 
by an earlier incarnation of the system, which proved to be generally of too high a complexity, 
and flawed in other aspects, not least in the assessment system which was fundamental to its 
operation. 
The revised segmentation system, whilst still based around a two stage, segmentation and 
resegmentation strategy, has benefited from increased simplification and understanding of the 
problem at hand. This was, in the main, provided by the earlier system. 
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Figure 4-2: Architecture of the feature extraction sub-system 
It is of worth at this point to discuss the relationship of the segmentation system proposed 
here as compared to others discussed in Chapter 2, in particular those unifying region and 
boundary information. 
In terms of capability, the performance of the proposed system is ultimately bound by 
the same restrictions as imposed by the segmentation method used within the framework. In 
this respect, methods such as the minimisation of energy functionals [46,47] and minimum-
description-language [34] have a distinct advantage. These are undoubtably more robust 
techniques, not least in that boundary closure can be guaranteed. These methods also provide 
global segmentation of an image, whereas the system proposed in this chapter is restricted 
locally to the areas of interest produced by the initial segmentation. 
The segmentation system described here differs greatly from these techniques. Rather than 
representing an entirely new segmentation paradigm, the system is intended as a framework 
which can encapsulate a typically simple segmentation method. This is primarily driven from 
a desire to explore the possibility of adding capability to a fundamentally basic, sequential 
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segmentation/classification strategy such as that encountered at BASE. This also gives the 
advantage that the system is certainly realisable with current technology, and comparison can 
be easily drawn to examine the effect of the addition of the extra stages to the process. Also, 
the close integration with the classification stage is of interest, and aims to ensure that objects 
produced by the system have features representative of known object types. - 
Chapter 5 
Image and object databases: generation 
and analysis 
A database of images is a necessity for assessing an image segmentation system, and this chapter 
describes the generation of such a database, used in the research described in this thesis. From 
this database of full images, another database of extracted objects was also created, and the 
methods used are also documented in this chapter. 
In order to provide some background required regarding the object database creation, a 
discussion as to what exactly constitutes an object in the context of this work is included. 
Finally, a description of the labelling methodology used in manually labelling the database of 
objects is given. 
5.1 Source image description 
The source device for image capture was an 8-12 im thermal imaging camera module (TJCM), 
operating at a 25Hz frame rate, interlaced to provide a 50Hz field rate. Over 12 hours of JR 
imagery were taken in total, from various coastal locations around Falmouth, S .W. England[70]. 
The subject of the images includes various seagoing craft, at many different perspectives, taken 
at an angle of depression. The craft are generally easily detected due to the hot and dry 
weather of a summer afternoon. The scenes change continually and rapidly, all but ensuring 
the nonrepeatability of objects. This having been said, the images are challenging to accurately 
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segment, containing much non-object data with similar properties to the actual objects desired. 
Examples of this would include land protrusions and sea-based artifacts including wash from 
the real objects themselves. 
From the original IR footage, stored on U-matic video cassettes, short (0s) sequences were 
digitised by means of a direct to disc recording system, and from many of such sequences, a 
total of 608 video image frames were obtained. Each image was sampled at resolution of 512 by 
512 pixels per frame, with 8-bit resolution per pixel. Due to temporal differences between the 
two fields composing each frame, however, only alternate field information was actually used, 
yielding a spatial resolution of 512 by 256 pixels per frame. It is worth noting that sampling 
of the data at this resolution effectively destroys the aspect ratio of the images, which were 
originally at a horizontal to vertical ration of 4:3. However, this is not a problem in practice, 
so long as consistency is maintained in dealing with the images. Also, the scanned pixel range 
includes some camera overscan areas which carry no image information. This may be easily 
elimated by the use of region of interest (ROT) extraction on the required central image area. An 
example image is shown in figure 5-1, corrected to an aspect ratio of 4:3, with a ROT applied. 
5.2 A discussion on the nature of objects 
On an initial examination of the image database, the definition of an object seems straightfor-
ward. It is a basic facility of human visual perception to be able to determine what is, and what• 
isn't, an object given an image. 
It was decided that anything considered as one of the classes of sail boat, motor boat, or 
buoy should be deemed to be an object. These three classes were also chosen as the classes for 
object classification by the proposed ATh system. Necessarily, this choice of class definition 
sets a balance between class population, and class homogeneity. Each of these main classes 
could be subdivided into a number of sub-classes. These are shown in Figure 5-2. Three 
sub-classes of sail boat were found to occur by means of manual examination of the objects - 
those with no sail, those with half sail, and those with full sail. Four sub-classes of motor boat 
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INN 
Figure 5-1: A typical image from the IR database 
were found - cruisers, dinghy, trawler, and tankers/ferries. Buoys could be sub-divided into 
three sub-classes dependent on their shape - ball, bell or rod. 
The fact that these sub-classes exist, and were noted, is mentioned here to emphasise that 
to classify these objects is a non-trivial problem. If each class can be seen to have a number 
of sub-classes, each with different shape and grey-scale properties, then this suggests that each 
class will tend to have a complex distribution within feature-space when features for each object 
are extracted. 
To complicate matters further, we must also consider the problem of rotation of these 
objects. Due to the nature of the objects in question, our primary concern is rotation around 
an axis normal to the surface of the sea. Figure 5-3 shows how the sail boat class of objects 
from the image database is divided in terms of this rotation angle. Due to the nature of sailing, 
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41'111 Speedhon 4a Ferry 
Figure 5-2: Classification tree for the object database 
of view of the scenes, which equates to travel along the direction of the coast. This directional 
aspect is considered as adding a further set of sub-classes to each sail boat sub-class. The same 
applies to the motor boat sub-classes. 
Figure 5-3: Rose diagram showing populations of sail boat sub-classes caused by vessel 
direction 
The primary reason for decribing such sub-classes, and sub-sub-classes of the three primary 
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classes (sail boat, motor boat and buoy) described earlier is the explain the choice of only three 
object classes. Although it is accepted that smaller sub-classes could be defined and indeed 
do exist within the database, their size in terms of population would not be great enough to be 
useful for classification. It should also be considered that creating a larger number of classes 
brings into greater question the limits of perception. This is true-even in terms of manually 
classifying the objects, which is necessary when evaluating an automatic classification system. 
It has already been described how it was decided to consider three types of objects - 
sail boats, motor boats and buoys. Although fitting with human perception, this choice of a 
definition for an object is not as easily facilitated by the comparatively limited analytic power 
of current segmentation techniques. If a segmentation algorithm is seen as dividing an image 
into those pixels constituting objects, and those considered as background image data, then 
inevitably some of the 'objects' produced by an imperfect segmentation system will not be 
objects as we have defined. Such non-object data produced as objects by the segmentation 
stage will, due to the reasoning behind its extraction, have similar image characteristics to real 
objects. These artifacts of the segmentation process are referred to as clutter. 
It is left to find a fitting descriptive term for remaining data produced by segmentation, that 
comprised of actual objects. For the sake of brevity, these shall be referred to simply as objects 
for the remainder of this thesis. To summarise the definitions: 
Object: A bounded image area representing one of the types of sailboat, motorboat, 
or buoy 
Clutter: A bounded image area produced by segmentation, and not of a type 
considered as an object 
To finalise this section, some notes on the nature of the objects present in the images are 
summarised in Table 5-1. The descriptions given were noted through visual inspection of the 
source data. 
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Object type Notes 
Sail boat 	Sub-classes due to state of sail (full, half, or none) 
Further sub-classes due to rotation 
Generally triangular in shape 
Centre of mass low in object 
Many poorly segmented 
Motor boat 	Sub-classes due to type of craft (trawler, cruiser etc.) 
Further sub-classes due to rotation 
Generally rectangular in shape 
Centre of mass tending to left or right of object, caused by hot engine 
Buoy 	Sub-classes due to type of buoy (bell, rod, or ball) 
Generally round in shape 
Table 5-1: Notes on the nature of the objects present in the database 
5.3 Segmentation strategy applied 
From the image database described, a further database comprised of 3214 object and clutter 
items was also created by means of image segmentation {57]. The purpose of this database is 
threefold: 
To pre-calculate the output of the first stage of segmentation of the system, allowing 
faster batch testing of the full two stage system. 
To effectively freeze the development of the first segmentation stage, thereby allowing 
manual labelling of the objects produced at this point for the purposes of system analysis. 
To provide an output typical of a single segmentation stage ATR, and thus enabling a 
performance comparison to be made with the two stage, resegmentation based system. 
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Due to all of these reasons, the segmentation strategy applied was the reference segment-
ation system described in section 2.4.2. The parameter of K chosen as 2.8o by means of 
experimentation. Although near-ideal for many of the images, this value for K still provided 
a good balance of well and badly segmented objects. This was seen as an essential attribute 
for an object database to be used for the development and assessment of the resegmentation 
system. 
Of the 3214 individual items created by this segmentation process, 1829 were found to be 
objects, leaving 1385 as clutter. This is indicative of the overwhelming problem of clutter in 
image segmentation, and the importance of rejecting such data, which is dealt with in Chapter 
6. Of the objects, 1593 were found to be sailboats, 159 motorboats, and 77 buoys. The 
imbalance in the class populations reflects the relative proportions of these object types in the 
source images used. 
5.4 Labelling methodology used 
Each of the 3214 data items from the object and clutter database was manually labelled according 
to its class, or lack of defined class - sail boat, motor boat, buoy, or clutter. This process was 
carried out a total of 3 times, and any difference in results consolidated by a means of a final 
pass through the data. This point is made to emphasise that errors can be made even by 'expert' 
human classification of objects - some 48 objects were found to have different classifications in 
the initial passes through the data. The repetitious nature of the manual classification task could 
also be considered to be of detriment to the accuracy of the process. Manual classification was 
performed with the aid of contextual information, in that the objects were viewed in situ. This 
is perhaps a significant advantage over the automatic classification of the objects. 
Objects were also labelled according to perceived segmentation quality. Segmentation 
quality here does not have a meaning when applied to clutter, and so these data types were not 
assessed. 
Quality of segmentation was rated by the use of two metrics, indicating external and internal 
(b) Motorboat (a) 
p 
ra 
(c) Buoy (d) Total 
p 
14 
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segmentation quality. External quality is a measure of the accuracy of the BBox placed around 
the object. The internal quality metric reflects the accuracy of segmentation on a pixel by pixel 
basis, within the BBox extracted. Both measures are made on an integer scale from 0 to 2, with 
O being indicative of an ideal segmentation, 1 indicating minor errors, and 2 being applied to a 
case with gross errors. The amount of levels in these scales was selected with the intention of 
encoding all the information that could be reliably and quickly discerned by manual inspection 
of the objects. 
Figure 5-4 shows the population distributions for each of the 9 possible segmentation 
quality metric combinations, given for each object class and as a total for all the classes. A 
trend visible in these graphs is that segmentation quality, for the objects present in the database, 
seems to be predominantly a two-state situation - segmentation is either considered perfect, or 
grossly incorrect. Obviously, there are exceptions to this general trend. 
Figure 5-4: Segmentation quality population distributions for each class, and total 
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5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a description of the nature of the source images used during this research has 
been given. Following this, the method for extracting objects from these source images was 
given, and the nature of those objects found was also described. Finally, the methods used 
for manually labelling the objects was described, both in terms of the object class, and the 
perceived quality of the object segmentation. 
Chapter 6 
The application of novelty measures in 
assessing segmentation quality 
As has been discussed in chapter 2, a simple ATR system can be constructed from three basic 
blocks (figure 2-1). The image must first be segmented to provide regions of interest that 
are homogeneous in some respect, with the primary aim of extracting individual complete 
objects for later processing. Typically, with FUR imagery, simple intensity thresholding or 
edge-strength based segmentation can be applied. The objects produced by this segmentation 
are next passed to a feature extraction stage. Here, object features are calculated which have 
been chosen to optimally separate the different classes of object present. Finally the features 
that have been extracted are used to classify the segmented objects. 
Such a basic ATR system is highly sensitive to the complexities of real-world image data. 
In particular, the correct classification of objects in an ATR system is highly dependent on 
the quality of the object segmentation [83]. Segmentation must provide accurately extracted 
objects, such that characteristic object features for recognition are preserved. 
In this chapter, a discussion of some of the strategies for designing a classification is 
considered, with emphasis on the realities of a system dealing with real-world images. Classi-
fication rates for objects from an ideal segmentation process are compared with those from a 
realistic, non-ideal segmentation system. Considering the dangers associated with classifying 
poorly segmented objects which are inherently novel to the classification system, the use of a 
novelty metric is assessed in identifying such badly segmented data. 
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6.1 Choice of classification strategy 
In any ATR system, there are two aims which are ultimately aspired to: 
• Detect all visible objects, whilst achieving a low false alarm rate. 
• Accurately distinguish between object types. 
If the former of these goals were achieved perfectly, the latter would be a less arduous 
task. Unfortunately, this is not the case in most practical scenarios. In situations where false 
detection of objects is of concern, which is certainly the case with much real world image 
data, the classification system must be capable of more than merely distinguishing between the 
known object classes. The ability to separate real objects from the other artifacts produced by 
the scene segmentation is required. 
6.1.1 The identification of clutter 
It is therefore presumed that a classifier will be presented with such a combination of objects - 
those belonging to known classes, and other, clutter objects. Because of this, one of the most 
important tasks befalling the classification system is the capability of clutter rejection. There 
are two evident alternatives to handling this undertaking: 
• The use of an additional clutter class. In a trained classification system, such as that 
provided by an ANN, this would necessitate adding a range of clutter objects to the 
object database as an additional class. 
• The use of a classifier capable of estimating the novelty of a given object. In this case, 
any object with a predetermined dissimilarity to any known object from the full object 
database would be classified as clutter. 
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The former method is challenged by the difficulty that in many real image analysis situations, 
it is impossible to define typical clutter objects as this class is subject to variation over time, 
environment and segmentation method. Conversely, the non-clutter objects are explicitly 
defined and have a known fixed distribution. In this thesis, it is assumed that distribution 
of the clutter would vary from the distribution of this class represented within this database. 
Therefore, the second technique, which does not rely as heavily on assumptions about the 
distribution of the clutter class as the first technique, was investigated further in this thesis. 
6.1.2 Object database issues 
Assuming the use of a classifier capable of detecting novelty, the selection of objects used as 
training data for the system remains an issue. With of novelty detection, the training object 
database should not contain any clutter objects. However, badly segmented examples of objects 
do not fall within the definition of clutter. 
The decision not to include badly segmented objects would inevitably lead to poorer 
classification between the object classes when presented with data including poorly segmented 
objects during testing. However, for the work presented here, it is assumed that it is the role 
of the resegmentation stage to ensure that only well segmented data is presented ultimately for 
classification. Indeed, for the resegmentation stage to be operate successfully, it is critical that 
badly segmented data can be detected by means of novelty, and so it is essential that the object 
classifier be trained only on well segmented object examples. 
6.1.3 Classification strategy and the resegmentation system 
A discussion of the issues surrounding classification is inextricably linked with the ATR system 
in which plays a part. The resegmentation system described in section 4.1 ideally complements 
the classification strategy discussed; the use of a novelty based clutter rejection combined 
with a training database of ideally segmented objects. The capabilities of the classifier are 
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augmented by means of the resegmentation system, which aims to reduce the occurrence of 
poorly segmented objects. 
This is perhaps best explained in terms of feature space. Figure 6-1 shows a comparison, 
in terms of a two-dimensional feature space abstraction, between two strategies for a situation 
with three object classes: 
. Left of figure 6-1: A system utilising a single segmentation stage, combined with a 
classifier trained with a database composed of both well and badly segmented objects. 
The rejection of clutter is implemented by means of an extra class. 
• Right of figure 6-1: A system based on a two stage, segmentation and resegmentation, 
design, and using a classifier trained with a database of only well segmented objects. 
Clutter rejection is carried out by means of a classifier capable of assessing object novelty. 
In the diagrams, squares, triangles and circles represent features possessed by real objects 
from the three classes, and stars indicate the features obtained from clutter objects. Outlying 
members of the real object classes portray objects which are atypical due to poor segmentation. 
The shaded areas show the classification decision boundaries for each method. 
The single segmentation stage system using four classes requires complex decision bound-
aries to differentiate between poorly segmented objects and clutter. In situations where the 
these boundaries are impossible to predict, for example due to a changing environment or 
segmentation scheme, performance would be unpredictable. 
In contrast, the second system allows the simplification of decision boundaries due to the 
exclusion of badly segmented objects. In this case, recognition of badly extracted objects is 
achieved by detection and subsequent resegmentation of potential target objects in outlying 
areas of feature space, indicated by the regions surrounded by dashed lines. Arrowed lines 
show the movement of these objects within feature space as a consequence of resegmentation. 
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Figure 6-1: Comparison of decision boundaries between two strategies 
6.2 Ideal segmentation 
Upon applying an edge-strength based segmentation algorithm, the susceptibility of the database 
to poor segmentation becomes evident. The reference segmentation system presented in 
section 2.4.2, based on Sobel filtering of the images followed by thresholding, was used for 
this assessment. However, by manual optimisation of threshold levels and rejection of badly 
extracted objects, a substantial database of ideally segmented objects was generated. This 
database has been subdivided by a random selection method into 10 smaller databases of 
around 500 objects each. Table 6-1 lists the a priori probabilities, P( 1 ), estimates of the 
occurrence of each of the object classes in the complete database. 
From these databases a series of features were generated. These included Fourier transform 
features, moment based features such as geometric and Legendre, and simple statistics such 
as aspect ratio, percentage foreground and compactness [76,77]. These vary both in their 
properties, classification rate, and number of features. The final criterion was chosen using a 
basic feature selection algorithm which examines both intra- and inter-class separability. Four 
measures, J1 _4 are discussed by Devijver and Kittler [18]. The statistic chosen, J4 , was selected 
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Object class A priori probability 	Frequency 
Yacht 0.43 
2080 




Table 6-1. Prior probabilities for class occurrences in ideally segmented database. 
after successful use in related work[71]. J4 is defined as: 
SW + Sb I / I S. 1 	 (6.1) 




- 	- 	 (6.2) 
and S, is the within class difference, 
S" = 	P(w) 1 (dk - 1t)(dk - 	 (6.3) 
i=1 	Ni k=1 
Table 6-2 shows the mean classification rates and variances achieved on applying these four 
types of feature extraction to the ideally segmented object databases. These features, and 
criterion, are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. 
Features Classification mean (%) Classification variance 
Fourier 89.07 1.61 
Legendre 88.74 1.63 
Geometric 86.92 1.70 
Simple 83.28 1.74 
Table 6-2. Classification rates for ideally segmented objects with no clutter. 
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6.3 Non-ideal segmentation 
In practice, the classification rates given in Table 6-2 are unlikely to be achieved. Real image 
data such as that being used is prone to poor segmentation, providing object feature vectors 
which can easily lead to misclassification. Although the amount of bad segmentation can be 
minimised by the use of advanced thresholding techniques [66], it is still often problematic, 
particularly where spatial variation of threshold is required. 
To reflect this situation, the database of objects described in chapter 5 was used. This 
database was produced using an edge-based method as for the ideally segmented data. In 
contrast to this, however, a balance of well and badly segmented objects was achieved by fixing 
the threshold chosen and not rejecting any of the objects created. 
Quality of segmentation in this non-ideal object database was rated by the use of two 
qualitative metrics, indicating internal and external segmentation quality, ext[a] int[b]'.  The a 
priori probability of occurrence of the segmentation qualities in this database is given in Table 
6-3. 
Internal 
External 0 1 2 
0 0.330 0.053 0.259 
1 0.020 0.013 0.022 
2 0.008 0.001 0.294 
Table 6-3. Prior probabilities of segmentation quality occurrence in non-ideal database. 
Table 6-4 shows the classification results achieved when objects of various non-ideal 
segmentation qualities are classified using the same features as in Section 5.2. The results shown 
in this table are somewhat surprising. Although objects with poor external segmentation achieve 
only poor classification rates as expected, high classification rates are found for those objects 
with good external and poor internal segmentation. The high classification rates achieved for 
'A full description of the labelling methodology used is given in chapter 5 
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these badly segmented objects are not indicative of the robustness of the classification process; 
rather it is a idiosyncrasy of the particular features and data used - the poorly segmented data 
happened to map to an area of feature space occupied by the correct class. Because of this 
unreliability, it is desirable to identify such badly segmented objects. 
Classification rate (%) 
Segmentation quality Fourier Legendre Geometric Simple 
ext[0] int[1] 80.77 73.08 73.08 76.92 
ext[0] int[2] 89.01 88.58 92.18 92.18 
ext[1,2] int[0,1,2] 56.10 52.54 58.02 69.68 
Table 6-4. Classification rates for varying segmentation qualities. 
6.4 Identifying poor segmentation 
In many object recognition tasks the problem is to discriminate between features generated 
from several classes of well segmented objects and there exist many algorithms to perform 
this function, such as linear, K-nearest neighbours, and neural network classifiers. For a C-
class problem most of these classifiers allocate an unknown feature, x, with a class w 1 E 
{wI,w2, ..wc} such that the posterior probability P(w x) is maximum. However, when a 
set of features derived from badly segmented objects is input to such a system the outputs 
become unreliable. In Figure 6-2 the effect of a poorly segmented sailboat on classification 
is demonstrated. The feature is a Fourier transform based feature which has been found to 
perform well with this database. The posterior probability clearly shows that the classifier 
deems the poorly segmented object as a sailboat with even a greater degree of confidence 
than the well segmented data even though the weighted conditional probability estimates, 
P(w)j3(x I w i ), and the unconditional density estimate, j3(x), are very low in this region where 
= Ei P(w)j3(x  I w e ). 
In this case the features derived from the poorly segmented data led to a correct classific-
ation, in fact with a greater P(w, I x) that the majority of the well segmented objects. This 
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Figure 6-2: Effect of poor segmentation on classification. The yacht shown in the diagram 
existed in the tail of the yacht distribution. In this case, P(w, I x) predicted the object class 
correctly. This will not always be the case. 
will not always be the case and is dependent on the type of features used and on the degree 
of segmentation failure. In Table 6-4 it is clear that small deviations around good segment-
ation cause features that interfere around the region of the decision boundary. Large internal 
segmentation errors produce features that produce correct classifications but with low p(x). 
On the other hand it is obvious that when segmentation fails both internally and externally the 
features generated are so different from their segmented class counterparts as to cause severe 
classification loss. 
6.4.1 Use of j5(x) as a novelty measure 
To identify the badly segmented objects requires some knowledge of how different, or how 
novel, these objects are from the well segmented training data. Bishop suggests the use of the 
unconditional density estimate, j5(x) as a measure of input novelty with respect to the training 
data [7]. This implies an inverse relationship in that a low novelty value suggests high actual 
novelty 
Bishop suggests that it is appropriate in some applications to place a threshold value on 
P(x) and classify classify novel objects as a class, w, and non-novel data as We, by placing a 
suitable threshold on j3(x) to label new data. This can be done using the usual Bayes rule to 
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label a new x as class Wa if p(x I Wb)P(Wb)/P(W a ). The density p(x I w) is assumed in this 
thesis to be unknown so the simple solution is to assume a uniform distribution over a large 
region such that the maximum value of p(x I w) is set to the novelty threshold. The question 
remains how to estimate p(x), or more formally p(x I W,,). 
The exist several methods for estimating probability densities of the well segmented training 
data including kernel density estimators such as the Parzen window approach, K-NN nearest 
neighbour and Gaussian mixture models with each of these methods requiring a set of smoothing 
parameters [67,82]. The estimates in Figure 6-2 are derived using a Gaussian kernel estim-
ator with a smoothing parameter, h = 0.25, determined by repeated visual experimentation. 
However, this is exceptionally difficult with multidimensional data. The K-NN estimator is a 
more intuitive technique and requires adjustment of a single parameter, K. It is also simple 
to implement and provides a good basis for the novelty tests. This estimator, determined by 
p(x I w.) = K/nV where K is the number of nearest neighbours in a volume V such that there 
are n i samples of class w, however is not a true density estimator. As for determining a value 
for the fixed smoothing parameter K a relatively small value is used in the experiments so as 
to avoid bias in the estimate which affects the tails of the distribution where novelty decision 
boundaries occur. A certain amount of variance is acceptable, as seen in Figure 6-3, for large 
p(x). 
K= 10 0.8 h=0.25 3 	0.8 
0.8 K=60 0.8 h=1.0 
0 	1 2 3 3 
Fewe Feature 
Figure 6-3: Variation in pdf estimates with different smoothing parameters. 
The K-NN technique is applied to the seascape data and the distribution of novelty values 
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Figure 6-4: Results of classification experiments. The solid line plots show the distributions 
of novelty values for 4 degrees of segmentation quality, for each of 4 different types of feature. 
These are the combined distributions over all 3 object classes. The overlayed, shaded plots 
show the overall classification rates achieved for the 4-class problem as the novelty threshold 
is varied. 
for each of the classes, weighted by their class prior's, 	is given in Figure 6-6. The motor 
boat data has relatively low values of novelty and this is due to the larger variance of features 
for this class which is compounded with a large dimensional feature space. These objects are 
the closest to the novelty boundary. 
The choice of where to place this novelty boundary is determined by the application or 
risk. A high novelty threshold will be a severe critic of segmentation whilst low thresholds 
will pass everything but very poor segmented objects and attempt a classification. The novelty 
distributions for both well, and the degrees of poor segmentation are given in Figure 6-4. The 
same features as for classification of well segmented data are used. Results for the 4-class 
classification (yacht, motor boat, buoy, and novel) for a varying novelty threshold, 0, are also 
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As expected the very poorly segmented objects (exr[1,2] int[O, 1,2]) exhibit very low novelty 
values  due to the generated features being exceedingly different from the well segmented data. 
Obviously this is dependent on the features used are their ability to discriminate good from bad 
segmentation. For example, aspect ratio is not a good feature if the external segmentation is 
good but internal very poor. 
The classification results for the 4-class problem are also promising with an 80% clas-
sification rate obtainable. However this overall classification rate is somewhat misleading. 
By calculating separately classification rates for object class and novelty identification, the 
underlying factors governing the overall classification rate can be observed. Figure 6-5 shows 
how these rates vary as a function of 0, the novelty threshold. Two examples of selection 
of a threshold are given. 02 is chosen to maximise the overall classification rate. Although 
good novelty detection is achieved with this threshold, poor classification of object class is 
achieved. Depending on the application, a choice of 0 1 may provide more useful and balanced 
classification rates. 
Figure 6-5: Selecting the correct thresholds for the task. 
Examination of the confusion matrices at maximum classification is also very revealing. 
The main confusion appears to be between novel objects and motor boats. The reason for 
this becomes apparent when the novelty for the badly segmented object classes is plotted, 
as in Figure 6-6. The ideal threshold to detect bad segmentation for the individual classes 
is different, raising the question of whether i3(x) is appropriate as a method for identifying 
2 Confusingly, a low novelty value indicates a high degree of novelty 
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poor segmentation. A well segmented motor boat has a novelty value that is several orders 
of magnitude different from a well segmented yacht. This difference in novelty, as previously 
stated, is due to the larger spread of the motor boat features in a high dimensional feature space. 
An alternative is to use a novelty measure such that the conditional probability density estimates 
are weighted by the probability of good segmentation given a specific class. For example, an 
object may be very likely to occur (high P(w? )) but actually very unlikely to segment badly. 
However, this new scaling is ineffectual against orders of magnitude differences in p(x I w) 
with large numbers of features. Other novelty measures are currently being investigated. 
0.10 1 	 I 	I 	I 
0.09 Yacht 
Motor boat b 
0.08 Buoy 
(a) 	 (a) 
0.07 
0.06 
Poor 	 se 	entation 
0.05 - segmentation 
log 10{ novelty) 
Figure 6-6: Novelty values for both the well and poorly segmented classes. 
6.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a technique for identifying badly segmented objects from a database of real 
infrared images has been examined. It has been shown that the application of a novelty-based 
scheme is useful in the classification of such objects. Features were selected to be suitable for the 
classification of well segmented objects. The results indicate that these features are adequate for 
this purpose, but a more appropriate set of features for specifically distinguishing segmentation 
quality could perhaps lead to improved segmentation quality identification. Furthermore, it was 
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noted that the unconditional probability density estimate can not assess segmentation quality 
independently for each object class due to different conditional probability density estimates. 
The novelty-based method described in this chapter is not an absolute metric for assessing 
segmentation quality, due in the main to its class sensitivity. It is, however, a useful means 
of determining relative segmentation quality between a number of segmentations of the same 
object. As such, although it is not claimed that such a measure is ideal in the general sense, the 
novelty-based method for segmentation quality assessment is seen as suitable for use as part of 
the two-stage segmentation system presented in section 4.1. 
Chapter 7 
Secondary segmentation: implementation 
and performance analysis 
The concept of a secondary segmentation stage, illustrated in Figure 7-1, forms the core of this 
research. Although of interest in its own right, the development of a secondary segmentation 
stage also completes the full system proposed in Chapter 3. This chapter therefore aims to 
fulfil two goals: 
To describe, in terms of both implementation and experimental results, the secondary 
segmentation system 
To present results and provide analysis of the performance of the system as a whole 
The secondary stage is functionally identical to the primary segmentation stage from the 
point of object generation onwards. In other words, the 'feature extract 1', 'novelty detect' 
and 'classify' modules of the secondary stage are identical to their namesakes in the primary 
stage. The description here is therefore limited to the remaining parts of the secondary stage. 
These parts were implemented and tested in 3 chronological stages. In order of realisation, 
with module names from Figure 7-1 given in brackets, these are: 
. The resegmentation module ('resegment') 
. The feature extraction module ('feature extract 2') 
M. 
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. The resegmentation estimation module ('reseg. estimate') 
A description of each of these modules is now given, along with any experimental results 
relevant to design decisions made. 
Figure 7-1: Architecture of complete system 
7.1 'Resegment' module - choice of resegmentation method 
The segmentation method chosen for implementation within the secondary stage was, as with 
the primary segmentation, Sobel filtering followed by thresholding. This selection was made 
in the interests of simplicity. In contrast with the segmentation of the primary stage, however, 
there existed an added design factor that one of a number of resegment methods could be chosen 
by the resegmentation estimation 1  module. This necessitated a different approach to threshold 
level selection. Since the selection of how to resegment a badly segmented object would be 
purely obtained from information derived from the original segmentation, a relative offset to 
the original segmentation threshold was implemented. 
'labelled 'reseg. estimate' within figure 7-1 
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The number of possible resegmentation thresholds was set as 4, in an effort to balance the 
flexibility and capability of the resegmentation stage with the complexities involved with design 
and implementation of the threshold selection methods. The original threshold was limited to a 
range from 0 to 255, due to the 8-bit nature of the Sobel filtered image. Experimentation showed 
that for a 4-way selection, satisfactory choices for the threshold relative offsets were -30, -15, 0 
and +20. The asymmetry of these offsets was due to the predominance of under-segmentation 
(objects for which the segmentation threshold is set too high) in the object database. A relative 
offset of 0 was included to allow for situations where none of the other thresholds held any 
improvement over the original segmentation. 
7.1.1 Initial object dataset 
The rather academically painful investigation of the original system described in Chapter 3 
highlighted the hazards in aspiring to unrealistic heights in the resegmentation problem. It 
was therefore decided, with regard to the choice of object dataset to be examined, to limit 
the investigation of the resegmentation process to those objects emerging from the original 
segmentation stage with good external bounding boxes. This subset of the full object database 
is labelled as EOIX using the coding scheme described in chapter 5. 
There is a danger inherent in the database labelling methodology, in that database objects 
which represent only part of a whole sailboat, motorboat or buoy are labelled with the class 
of their corresponding 'parent' object. The use of the segmentation quality labelling strategy, 
however, enables the effective elimination of such data. Bearing in mind the nature of the 
resegmentation described previously, the use of object dataset EOIX represents a drastically 
more realistic goal than the use of the full object database, since it is typically these type of 
objects which could be resegmented correctly. 
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7.1.2 Potential power of the resegmentation method chosen 
The capability of the resegmentation method defines an upper limit for what can be achieved by 
the system as a whole. Such a limit would be reached only if, based on the original segmented 
object data, the perfect decision could be made as to which resegmentation is ideal. Although 
such performance is not expected from the system, it is essential to assess the behaviour of the 
system in terms of the best results that could be achieved within the implemented processing 
framework. 
The performance bounds for the system have been determined here by application of all 
four resegmentations on each of the objects. For each object, the quality of the original 
segmentation and the 4 resegmentations was assessed by means of a pragmatic metric derived 
from the novelty measure P(). This is determined as 
100. 1 -1- logioP(%, 	 (7.1) 
where 7- is a scaling factor, set as 20 here. The score provided by Equation 7.1 is intended 
merely to map the novelty values, which cover a large numerical range, to a more convenient 
percentage score. The relationship between P() and score is shown in Figure 7-2, for several 
values of i- . A value of 20 for T was found to map the range of P() found to a full percentage 
range. 
Due to the limitations of the novelty measure itself, as discussed in Chapter 6, it is suited 
only to providing comparative scores for different segmentations of the same object rather 
that for rating segmentations on some sort of absolute scale. Conveniently, the former is 
exactly the type of use which is required here. It is worth stressing that there may be a more 
optimal assessment method available, but the technique employed here is used on the basis of 
demonstrating a concept. 
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Figure 7-2: Relationship between score, defined in Equation 6. 1, and P(), for values of r of 
10, 20, and 30 
A scatter diagram comparing this score as determined for both the original segmentation 
of each object, and the best resegmentation, is shown on the left of Figure 7-3. It can be 
seen that there exists a certain amount of clustering along the line x = y, indicating that for 
a sizeable number of objects, there is no improvement through resegmentation. However, the 
vast majority of objects show potential improvement, in terms of classification score. This 
includes many which are originally classified completely incorrectly, indicated as those lying 
on the y axis. There are no objects for which the y < x, since a resegmentation is always 
available which is identical to the original segmentation, and therefore carries the same score. 
The distribution of scores for both original object segmentations and corresponding best 
resegmentations are plotted on the right of Figure 7-3. Here, the general trends and can be seen 
perhaps more clearly. The peak at the origin of the graphs is due to the limiting of the score 
to values between 0 and 100, causing a grouping of objects with a score of 0. The potential 
shift in the distribution of scores by virtue of the resegmentation indicates that scores could be 
substantially raised. This in turn implies resegmented objects possessing lower novelty to the 












The distributions shown in Figure 7-3 are derived from every object in the EOIX dataset. It 
was found that that for a significant number of objects, resegmentation offers no real improve- 
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ment over the original object segmentation. Using all such data to develop the system would 
be at best pointless, and at worst adversely affect performance by masking the underlying 
trends in poor segmentation which can be rectified by means of the resegmentation available. 
On account of this, the object database used to proceed with the development of the sections 
directly involved with selecting resegmentation methods was limited. The criteria chosen was 
to limit the database to those objects achieving a resegmentation score of 60% or greater. Figure 
7-4 shows the same analysis as that performed for Figure 7-3, limited to this reduced dataset. 
This dataset is labelled as EOIXR60. 
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Figure 7-3: Comparison of scores for original segmentation and best resegmentation, for the 
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Figure 7-4: Comparison of scores for original segmentation and best resegmentation, limited 
to subgroup of objects scoring 60% or greater in resegmentation from the EOJX dataset 
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It is interesting to note the comparatively wide spread of the original object scores compared 
to those achieved by the best resegmented objects. The distributions support the premise 
underlying this thesis, namely that there exists a significant number of objects for which 
resegmentation extracts image data which is substantially more useful for classification. 
As a further insight into the nature of the objects being investigated, Figure 7-5 shows the 
percentage of each class (sailboat, motorboat or buoy) of object which is optimally segmented 
by each of the resegmentation thresholds. Figure 7-5 is derived from the limited set of 
objects described previously. For all classes, the original segmentation threshold is the most 
predominant. Apart from this trend, however, the classes differ. This is indicative of the varying 
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Figure 7-5: Breakdown of optimal resegmentation threshold through object classes 
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7.2 'Feature extract 2' module - choice of feature extraction 
methods 
A selection of 5 feature extraction methods were chosen for this application. Although by no 
means exhaustive, they nevertheless provide a reasonable cross-section of the more common 
methods. The features selected are listed in Tables 7-1 and 7-2: 
Feature name Type 	 Notes 
Fourier 	Unitary Transform A symmetric, unitary transform with periodicity. 
(FFT) 
Legendre 	Image moments 	Orthogonal set of moments 
moments 
Gabor 	Linear transform 	Wavelet-like transform with control of spatial 
orientation, frequency, coverage and location. 
Coarse-coding - 	 Simple technique of subdividing image into a number 
of non-overlapping zones and averaging the pixel 
values within these. Also known as zoning. 
Geometric 	Various 	 See Table 7-2. 
Table 7-1. Description of features used 
The FFT does not reduce the dimensionality of the feature space, since although it is 
symmetrical, and as such half redundant, a real and imaginary component is produced for each 
pixel. A technique to reduce this dimensionality is by the use of bins, as illustrated in Figure 
7-6. Here, the energy within each bin is simply totalled to give the total for each bin. In the 
case of the rectangular bins shown in 7-6 (b), this would reduce the dimensionality from 256 
to 16. With the FFT, however, we are frequently interested in either the frequency or angle of 
energy, and because of this the use of ring and wedge bins, shown in 7-6 is common. In this 
case, the bins group together frequency or angular groups. The diagram is simplified by the 
use of the symmetry of the transform, so in application the rings and wedges could be derived 
from the same half of the transformed data. 
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Feature name Type of Notes 
input data 
Height Bounding box Height of bounding box 
Width Bounding box Width of bounding box 
Aspect ratio Bounding box Width/height of bounding box 
Bending energy Outline Twistedness of outline 
Compactness Outline Roundedness of outline 
Elongation Outline Maximum/minimum radius 
Perimeter Outline Length of object perimeter 
Minimum radius Outline Minimum object radius 
Size Outline Mean object radius 
% Foreground Binary % foreground pixels within bounding box 
Mean x Grey Centre of mass x component 
Mean y Grey Centre of mass y component 
Table 7-2. Description of geometrical features used 
(a) Original Fourier data 	 (b) Rectangular bins 	 (c) Ring wedge bins 
Figure 7-6: Reduction of Fourier features by use of bins 
It is interesting to note the effect of applying ring and wedge bins to data of limited 
dimensions. The pixels of a 32 by 16 (i.e. half of one transform) belonging to each ring 
and/or wedge for the case of 8 rings and 8 wedges is illustrated in Figure 7-7. The rightmost 
illustration shows which ring and wedge combination each pixel belongs to. It can be seen 
that cO and JO are not represented, in other words wedges c and  have no lowest frequency 
component due to the resolution of the image transform. 
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Figure 7-7: A discrete implementation of ring and wedge bins, at a resolution of 32 by 16 
pixels 
7.2.1 The nature of the classification problem 
Before examining each of the feature sets in detail, it is worth taking a step back and discussing 
the resegmentation estimation problem as a whole. The estimation of resegmentation method 
is effectively a classification problem within a classification problem. That is, we are hoping 
to find some set of features shared by objects which are badly segmented for the same reasons, 
and can therefore be rectified by the same method. 
Resegmentation estimation, in this implementation, is a four class classification problem. 
The classes which must be differentiated are the four resegmentation threshold offsets: -30, 
-15,0 and +20. 
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7.2.2 Separability indicators and feature reduction 
It is important not to blindly apply feature sets to the classification system. Valuable insights 
into the nature of the classification problem can be had by analysing the feature data and 
visualisation of the class separability produced. Also, with a view to feature reduction, it is 
essential to have some sort of estimate with which to rate the features and therefore decide 
which feature subset is appropriate. To this end, two methods are investigated here: 
. The use of a separability metric to rank the saliency of each feature within the feature set 
• The use of class conditional probability density estimates to visualise the separability 
produced by each feature individually 
As in Chapter 6, the separability metric chosen was J4 [18]. This was chosen primarily for 
ease of implementation and low computational complexity, although it may not be the most 
ideal separability metric. This metric was used both as a visualisation aid in itself, and as the 
means of feature reduction - the latter is discussed in Section 7.3. Graphs of J 4 are given where 
appropriate for each feature set. 
Graphs are also given in this section of the class conditional probability density estimates 
for the four features with most significant J4 statistics. This is a useful method for conceiving 
the potential separability achievable for each individual feature. 
Both of these methods are limited in their scope due to a lack of multidimensionality, 
and therefore an assumption is made that the most features with best separability when used 
individually will provide good separability when used together. This is a significant simpli-
fication, and also gives no capability for the detection of features carrying essentially similar 
information. However, the use of both these methods provides a computationally quick way of 
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7.2.3 Fast Fourier Transform 
For the FFT[1], features with most significance tended towards the lower frequencies of the 
transform, as shown in Figure 7-8. This would suggest that the large, solid bulk of a well seg-
mented object is of more significance than the fine, high frequency details of poorly segmented 
examples. This would be expected since a central, dense body is a more generic feature than 
the artifacts created through bad segmentation. 
Figure 7-8: .14 statistic for FF1' of grey image data 
With regard to the separability achievable through use of these features, Figure 7-9 shows 
that only the +0 class would appear to be significantly distinguishable from the other classes. 
This is the most likely failure point of the system, as detection of a well segmented object could 
be expected to be of greater ease than differentiating between varying degrees and natures of 
segmentation problem. It can also be seen from Figure 7-9 that only the 3 most significant 
features (in terms of J4) show any separation capability at all, although class separation in any 
case appears somewhat marginal. 
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Figure 7-9: Weighted conditional probability density estimates for 4 resegmentation 
thresholds, for the 4 FFT features with largest J4 statistics. Features are ordered by descending 
j4. 
7.2.4 Ring-wedge binned Fast Fourier Transform 
The ring-wedge binned FFT gave very similar results to raw FFT data, although perhaps in 
a clearer form. Figure 7-10 shows the same low-frequency predominance as the raw FFT, 
although a significant high frequency is also discernible. In terms of the angular component, 
two wedges predominate - wedges 2 and 6, corresponding to mean bin angles of 56.25 and 
146.25 0  These angular peaks are caused by the strong edges frequently found on the upward 
facing edges of yacht sails. 
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Figure 7-10: J4 statistic for ring-wedge binning of grey image data 
As with the raw FFT data, only the +0 class would appear to be substantially differentiable 
from the density estimates shown in Figure 7-11. Again only the 3 features with the most 
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Figure 7-11: Weighted conditional probability density estimates for 4 resegmentation 
thresholds, for the 4 ring-wedge binned FF1' features with largest J4 statistics. Features 
are ordered by descending J. 
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7.2.5 Coarse-coding 
The distribution of J4 is shown in Figure 7-12 for a coarse-coding[6] resolution of 4 x 4 
image areas, equally spatially distributed through the object bounding box. The central area is 
dominant, due to the frequency of hollow objects created by poor segmentation. 
14, 
Figure 7-42: J4 statistic for coarse-coding of grey image data 
Although coarse-coding is an extremely simple technique, it would appear to yield similar 
results to the other techniques, as Figure 7-13 indicates. Although the +0 class has the most 
distinguishable distribution, as with the FF1 results, the distribution for the +20 class was found 
to be different to that of the -30 and -15 classes. This is understandable since the difference 
between the -30 and -15 class would be expected to be the least discernible. However, the 
separation between classes is once again marginal. 
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Figure 7-13: Weighted conditional probability density estimates for 4 resegmentation 
thresholds, for the 4 coarse-coding features with largest J4 statistics. Features are ordered 
by descending J4 . 
7.2.6 Legendre moments 
Legendre moments[76] are a specific class of image moments[75], which are widely used 
features for classification. Moments are calculated by integrating over the space of a weighted 
version of the input image, where the spatial distribution of the weights, g(x, y), is controlled 
by the order of the moment, r. For each moment order r there are S coefficients, C,., related 
to each weighting distribution. This can be written as: 
'OCX 	P'C( 
Crs = I I f(x,y)g rs(x,y)dxdy,s = L.S. 	 (7.2) 
i—cc i—co 
The Legendre moment is of the order r = p + q, as it has order in 2 dimensions, and is 
defined by 
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(2p+ 1)(2q + 	
(7.3) 
4 
where the ptL  order Legendre polynomial is defined as 
L(x) = 1 
dfl
(x 2 - 1) p, 	 (74) 
2p! dx 
where n is the degree of the polynomial. 
Here, features for all orders r < 5 were calculated, using all possible combinations of p 
and q in each case, giving 15 features in total. 
The class separation shown in Figure 7-14 suggests, as with other features, the difficulty in 
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Figure 7-14: Weighted conditional probability density estimates for 4 resegmentation 
thresholds, for the 4 Legendre features with largest J4 statistics. Features are ordered by 
descending J4. 
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Figure 7-15: Weighted conditional probability density estimates for 4 resegmentation 
thresholds, for the 4 Gabor features with largest J4 statistics. Features are ordered by des-
cending J4 . 
The Gabor transform is a linear image transform based on a Gaussian envelope centered at 
(x0 , y) with size controlling parameters (a, b), which is modulated by a complex exponential 
with horizontal and vertical spatial frequencies (uo, vo)[56,16,81,33]. As such, it is a highly 
tunable transform. For the linear image spatial mapping 
N N 
d 	 f(x,y)g m (x,y), 	 (7.5) 
it can be defined as 
9m(x,y;m)=exp{_[x0m) + ( yyrn)2ll 
1f 
•XJI {j27r(u o x + t'o171 y)} , 	(7.6) 
b2 j 
where q is the parameter vector (a m , b,, xo, YOM  
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Here, a set of 256 parameter vectors covering a range of spatial orientations, frequencies, 
locations and coverage were calculated. Class separation, as shown in Figure 7-15, was seen 
to be poor, although again similarities between the distributions of the (+0,+20) and (-15,-30) 
class pairs are noted. 
7.2.8 Geometric 
It is of interest that none of the geometric features calculated [22] provided any particularly 
significant J4 statistics (Table 7-3). However, as mentioned previously, it would be expected 
that the +0 class typically comprises solid, compact shapes. It could therefore be hoped that 
the compactness measure should be useful in distinguishing this class. Figure 7-16 suggests 
this may be the case, although marginally, and the +20 class shares a very similar distribution. 
This is readily explicable, since undersegmented objects (those in resegmentation classes -15 
and -30) tend to be much less compact than either the oversegmented (+20) and correctly 






Bending energy 0.662707 
Minimum radius 0.113 100 
Height 0.088934 
Mean  0.071380 
Width 0.050186 
Mean  0.031554 
% Foreground 0.011761 
Aspect ratio 	0.00 1026 
Table 7-3. .14 statistics for geometric features. Features are ordered by descending J4 . 
The weighted probability density distributions in Figure 7-16 also shows the less discernable 
results for the size, perimeter and elongation measures. Perhaps surprisingly, all of these possess 
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greater J4 statistics than the compactness although class separability is apparently less visible 
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Figure 7-16: Weighted conditional probability density estimates for 4 resegmentation 
thresholds, for the 4 geometric features with largest J4 statistics. Features are ordered by 
descending J4 . 
7.3 'Reseg. estimate' module - methods for resegmentation 
estimation 
The resegmentation estimation module has the task of selecting one of the 4 resegmentation 
thresholds based on features from the segmented objects of the primary stage. The module is, 
therefore, a classifier. 
The three methods of classification chosen for evaluation in this section were: 
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. Linear 
. K-nearest neighbour (K-nn) 
• Multilayer perceptron (MLP) 
This selection of classifiers provides a good indication of the existence of non-linearities 
in the classification problem, since both the K-nn and MLP classifiers would be expected to 
achieve improved results over the linear method in such a case. 
The three classifiers were each applied to all the feature sets described in Section 7.2. In all 
cases, classification rates for a range of number of features were calculated. This was achieved 
by starting with the most significant feature of each set, in terms of ,J4 , and thereafter adding 
individual features after this in decreasing J4 . In this way, an estimate can be therefore be made 
as to the optimal number of features to use in each situation. 
The details of the classifiers used were as follows: 
Linear This was implemented using a pseudo-inverse method[6]. Results were averaged over 
10 iterations, using randomly selected training and test sets in each case. 
K-nn A classifier using 7 nearest neighbours was used. This number of nearest neighbours 
was found to be successful in related work[71]. Results were averaged over 10 iterations, 
using randomly selected training and test sets in each case. 
MLP An MLP using least squares error, minimised by the conjugate gradient method was 
used. Training was carried out to 1000 epochs, averaged over 10 iterations in each case. 
Randomly selected training, validation, and test sets were generated for each iteration. 
The point of maximum mean classification rate achieved through the 1000 epochs was 
used. 
The application of each of the three classifiers is now described for each of the 6 feature 
sets examined. 
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7.3.1 Fast Fourier Transform 
With the FFT data, 7 features would appear to be optimal in terms of mean classification rate. 
The addition of the seventh feature marks the last significant rise in mean classification rate 
over all classes with both the K-nn classifier (Figure 7-17), and the MLP (Figure 7-19. This 
number of features is also optimal in terms of mean classification rate over all classes for the 
linear classifier (7-18). This would suggest that either the features after this point provide 
no useful class separation information, or that this information is already provided by earlier 
features. 
Figure 7-18 shows an interesting results after the addition of feature 27. This is due to 
collinear data causing numerical instability in calculating the pseudo-inverse of the matrix 
needed to generate the linear classifier. 
The best mean classification rate achieved with this number of features was with the MLP, 
giving 55.4% classification. At this point, however, classification of the +20 and -15 classes is 
very poor. Increased recognition of the -15 class is provided with the addition of more features, 
although never exceeding 24.3% in the best case, with the MLP. Significant classification of 
the +20 is not achieved at any point. 
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Figure 7-17: Nearest neighbour classification rates for increasing number of FF1' features, 
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Figure 7-18: Linear discriminant classification rates for increasing number of FFF features, 
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Figure 7-19: MLP classification rates for increasing number of FFT features, sorting according 
to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation. 
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7.3.2 Ring-wedge binned Fast Fourier Transform 
With the ring-wedge binned data, maximum mean classification rate overall classes was 53.9%, 
achieved using an MLP with 5 features (Figure 7-22). Nearest neighbour classification (Figure 
7-20) gave similar mean results to the MLP, but with substantially lower capability with the 
-15 class. Nearest neighbour classification was not significantly affected after the addition of 
the fifth feature. 
Best classification of the difficult +20 and -15 classes was achieved with linear classification 
(Figure 7-21), at the expense of the other classes, giving a mean classification rate as low as 
41.2%. 
A decrease in classification rate as features are added can be seen particularly clearly with 
the MLP classification in Figure7-22. This is due to what is known as "Bellman's curse of 
dimensionality"[6], which states that as the number of features increases, the number of data 
samples required to define the class boundaries increases exponentially. Thus, classifiers with 
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Figure 7-20: Nearest neighbour classification rates for increasing number of ring-wedge 
binned FFT features, sorting according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars 
represent +1 standard deviation. 
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Figure 7-21: Linear discriminant classification rates for increasing number of ring-wedge 
binned FFT features, sorting according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars 
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Figure 7-22: MLP classification rates for increasing number of ring-wedge binned FFT 
features, sorting according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent + I 
standard deviation. 
7.3.3 Coarse-coding 
With both MLP (Figure 7-25) and nearest neighbour (Figure 7-23) classifaction, coarse-coding 
data provided insignificant variation after the addition of the third feature, implying that no 
additional discriminatorial information was provided by any features after this point. However, 
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Figure 7-23: Nearest neighbour classification rates for increasing number of coarse-coding 
features, sorting according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent +1 
standard deviation. 
Maximum mean classification achieved, over all classes was 50.9% in the case of nearest 
neighbour with 12 features. Although the MLP attained very similar mean results over all 
classes to nearest neighbour, substantial differences are visible in the classification rates for the 
-15 and -30 classes. 
Linear classification (Figure 7-24) provided substantially different results to the other 
classifiers, giving improved classification rates for the +20 class over the other methods, with 
a maximum of 25.0% for this class, although classification of +0 suffered in this case. 
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Figure 7-24: Linear discriminant classification rates for increasing number of coarse-coding 
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Figure 7-25: MLP classification rates for increasing number of coarse-coding features, sorting 
according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent :i1 standard 
deviation. 
7.3.4 Legendre 
For the Legendre data, remarkable stability in mean classification rates was achieved through 
all number of features tested, in the cases of both the nearest neighbour (Figure 7-26) and MLP 
(Figure 7-28) classifiers. This suggests a complete dominance of the first feature. The MLP 
provided better classification of the -30 class over nearest neighbour, but both classifiers yielded 
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similar mean classification rates when averaged over all classes, around 50% throughout. Both 
classifiers yielded poor results with the difficult +20 and -15 classes. 
Linear classification (Figure 7-27) provided improved results with the +20 and -15 classes 
when compared with the other classification methods, balancing this with correspondingly 
poorer rates for the +0 and -30 classes. 
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Figure 7-26: Nearest neighbour classification rates for increasing number of Legendre features, 
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Figure 7-27: Linear discriminant classification rates for increasing number of Legendre 
features, sorting according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent +1 
standard deviation. 
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Figure 7-28: MLP classification rates for increasing number of Legendre features, sorting 
according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent ±1 standard 
deviation. 
7.3.5 Gabor 
Classification of the Gabor features used with the MLP (Figure 7-31) showed a constant gradual 
improvement in mean classification rate over all classes throughout the addition of all features. 
This trend is not apparent in nearest neighbour (Figure 7-29) classification of the same data, 
where stabilisation occurs after the addition of the sixth feature. Both nearest neighbour and 
MLP methods provided similar mean classification rates when averaged over all classes, with 
nearest neighbour peaking at 48.7% and MLP at 49.9%, both with 15 features. However 
classification rate for the -15 and +20 was improved with nearest neighbour classification when 
compared with the MLP, at the expense of the classification rate of the +30 class. 
Linear classification of the Gabor data produced significantly better classification of the 
+20 class in particular, when compared with the other classifiers. However, comparative 
performance in terms of mean classification rate averaged over all classes was more than 10% 
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Figure 7-29: Nearest neighbour classification rates for increasing number of Gabor features, 
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Figure 7-30: Linear discriminant classification rates for increasing number of Gabor features, 
sorting according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent + I standard 
deviation. 
7.3.6 Geometric 
With the Geometric feature data, stability of mean classification rate averaged over all classes 
was achieved after only 2 features, with both the nearest neighbour (Figure 7-32) and MLP 
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Figure 7-31: MLP classification rates for increasing number of Gabor features, sorting accord-
ing to .J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation. 
(Figure 7-34) classifiers. To recapitulate, these were the size and perimeter features. A peak 
mean classification rate over all classes of 59.1 % was achieved with the MLP classifier, not 
significantly different to the 58.0% peak rate achieved with the nearest neighbour method. 
In a similar trend to that seen with several other feature set used, linear classification (Figure 
7-33) gave improved results with the +0 class in particular. Maximum mean classification rate 
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Figure 7-32: Nearest neighbour classification rates for increasing number of geometric fea-
tures, sorting according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent + I 
standard deviation. 
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Figure 7-33: Linear discriminant classification rates for increasing number of geometric 
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Figure 7-34: MLP classification rates for increasing number of geometric features, sorting 
according to J4 statistics, averaged over 10 iterations. Error bars represent ±1 standard 
deviation. 
7.3.7 Discussion on Classification Results 
With reference to classification results averaged over all classes, results achieved were somewhat 
disappointing, with a maximum mean classification rate of 59.1% achieved using only 2 
geometric features. A summary of the results achieved, in terms of peak mean classification 
rate is given in Table 7-4. 
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Classifier 
Feature set Linear 7-NN MLP 
FFT 47.0%(7) 57.2%(13) 55.4%(7) 
FFT binned 47.6%(6) 52.0%(10) 53.9%(5) 
Coarse-coding 44.5%(13) 50.9%( 12) 50.7%(4) 
Legendre 47.8%( 1) 51.4%(15) 51.8%(4) 
Gabor 41.8%(14) 48.7%(4) 49.9%(4) 
Geometric 54.9%(1 1) 58.0%(4) 59.1%(2) 
Table 7-4. Summary of the best mean classification results achieved for each combination 
of feature set, and classification method. Number of features used to achieve the given 
results are given in brackets. 
Such low results were in general caused by the difficulty in recognition of the +20 and -15 
classes. This can be explained in terms of confusion between, in the first instance, the +20 
and +0 classes, and secondly between -15 and -30 classes. This is suggested in the confusion 
matrices obtained, such as the example given in Table 7-5 for nearest neighbour classification 
of 10 feature FFT data. This is, indeed, the likely failing point of the system since the confused 
classes are the most visually similar pairs. The +0 class dominated over the +20 class due to 
the increased population of the former class, and similarly the -30 dominated over the -15 class 
for the same reason. 
In contrast, however, discrimination between the +0 and -30 classes was comparatively 
good, suggesting that separation between the initially well segmented objects and those which 
were under-segmented is more feasible, at least in this stage of research. 
Correct class 
Guess +20 +0 	-15 -30 Total 
+20 2 1 3 0 6 
0 16 84 	23 12 135 
-15 2 6 7 15 30 
-30 10 7 	20 42 79 
Total 30 98 53 69 250 
Table 7-5. Confusion matrix for 7-KNN classification, using 10 most significant FF1' 
features 
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7.4 Full System Results 
In Section 7.1.2, the ideal score (Equation 7.1) distribution achievable for the reduced data-
set EOIXR60 was presented, and compared with the score distribution achieved with initial 
segmentation (Figure 7-4). 
The next stage of results interpretation is to see how close to this ideal distribution each 
of the classification methods discussed in Section 7.3 achieved when the classification results 
achieved were applied to select the resegmentation method. 
The distributions achieved, for each of the feature sets examined, is presented in Figure 
7-35. In each case, the classification method used, in terms of actual classification method 
selection and number of features used, was selected on the basis of peak mean classification 
rate, averaged over all classes. On account of this, the selection should not be taken to be 
necessarily optimal. However, the graphs selected in Figure 7-35 are very much typical of the 
full range of classifiers and number of features. The classification methods selected are listed 
in Table 7-6. 
Classifier Used 
Feature Set 	Linear K-nn 	MLP 
FFT 	 - 	13 - 
FFT binned 	- - 	5 
Legendre - 	- 4 
Gabor 	 - - 	15 
Coarse-coding 	- 	12 - 
Geometric - - 	2 
Table 7-6. Classification method chosen for each feature set seen in Figure 6-33, with 
number of features used 
It can be seen from Figure 7-35 that similar trends are apparent in all cases. In particular: 
. All methods have limited or no success in resegmenting the very badly segmented objects 
which form a peak below 10% on the graphs 
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. All methods have limited or no success in resegmenting any objects to give the near 
perfect scores (greater than 95%) evident in the 'best resegmentation' distribution 
. The primary impact of all methods is to shift objects from the 35% to 60% range to the 
60% to 90% range. 
Considering the rather disappointing classification results achieved for resegmentation 
selection, it is perhaps surprising that the changes in overall classification score distribu-
tion are considerably more encouraging. However, most classification confusion, in terms of 
resegmentation selection, was apparent between the -15 and -30 pair of classes, and the +20 and 
+0 pair. Misclassification in these situations is therefore likely to be only of minor detriment 
to the overall classification score for objects, if not of benefit. Such an inherent robustness is 
a very useful capability of the system, since less impact should be had on over-estimating the 
number of types of segmentation faults which are discernable, as is the case in this situation. 
7.5 Application to the four class problem 
In Section 7.4 results were presented for the application of the full resegmentation system to 
the reduced data set, EOIXR60 for the three object classes available. In a real-world, scenario, 
however, things are not so straightforward. In this Section, results of the application of the 
same system to the full dataset of objects, including clutter objects, are presented. 
In this case, two parameters, 01 and 02, not considered in Section 7.4 are of importance. 
These represent: 
01 The novelty threshold, achieved at the initial object classification stage, below which objects 
are considered for resegmentation. 
02 The novelty threshold, generated at the stage of classification of resegmented objects, below 
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Figure 7-35: Probability density estimates comparing the distribution of classification results 
for all resegmentation selection methods with the distributions for the original objects and 
corresponding optimal resegmentations 
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The setting of these parameters will ultimately define both the clutter rejection capabilities of 
the system, and the object classification rates achievable. In order to visualise this, an exhaustive 
test of the whole system, for each combination of 01, 02 = lOs, for i E 1-20, —19, —18 ... 0} 
was carried out. A resegmentation selection stage based on a 13 FFT feature, classified with a 
7-NN classifier was used. The results are presented in Figure 7-36, showing the classification 
rate surfaces for each of the three object types, and clutter. The classification rate surface 
for all data, over all 4 individual classification rates, is also shown. By way of clarifying the 
information presented in Figure 7-36, it is useful to visualise that: 
. As logio (O i ) becomes more negative, less objects will qualify for resegmentation. 
. As log lo (02 ) becomes more negative, less objects will be considered as clutter. 
• An object can only be considered as clutter should it pass through to the resegmentation 
stage. 
Both yachts and motor boats present similar surfaces. Their individual classification rate is 
optimal where resegmentation is not carried out. This is not to say that the segmentation of these 
objects is not improved by resegmentation, or that indeed the classification score (Equation 
7.1) is not improved. Rather, this suggests only that in terms of a 1 of N classification system, 
resegmentation does not improve the number of yachts or motorboats which are classified 
correctly. 
In contrast, for buoys, classification rate is optimal where resegmentation is carried out on 
some of the objects, peaking at log (0) = —6, for log lo (02) < — 7. This is a reflection of the 
fact that the original segmentation threshold leads to incorrect classification in a large number 
of buoys - 44.8%, as opposed to 14.2% in the case of sail boats and 9.1% in the case of motor 
boats. Therefore, resegmentation needs to be used to achieve good classification rates - the 
threshold 01 must be set appropriately if good classification rates for this object type is desired. 
The differences illustrated in the surfaces for the three non-clutter classes are of importance 
in illustrating the need for localisation of segmentation optimisation. 
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With clutter, classification is perfect (100%) when log io (O i ) > —3, when loglo(92) > — 2. 
Therefore, all the original objects have a novelty value, j3(x), such that j3(x) < iO. Similarly, 
for all resegmented objects, j3(x) < 10- 2 . 
The surface generated for the entire database, at the bottom of Figure 7-36 shows the 
trade-offs required for selecting values of 01 amd 02. Similarities are apparent between a 
cross-section of this surface through the plane created by the classification rate and logl o(02) 
axis and Figure 6-5, since for 10910(02) = 0, this is essentially the same technique. It 
is significant that this surface is not symmetrical through the plane log io (O i ) = 10910(02). 
Intuitively, it might be expected that, in general, we would wish to set the thresholds such that 
logio (O i ) > 10glo(02), so that objects on the borderline of being considered as clutter would be 
presented for resegmentation. However, it is also necessary consider that as log io (0) deviates 
to a greater extent from log lo (02 ) in this manner, greater emphasis is put on the ability of the 
resegmentation stage not to produce a poorer result than the original segmentation. 
With the results presented here, peak mean classification rate is achieved at (log io (O i ) = 
—1O,log lo (02 ) = — 11), with a 65.6% mean classification rate achieved at this point. This 
follows the premise that log io (O i ) should be> 10910(02) - that the threshold on initial segment-
ation should reject more objects than the final segmentation stage. This is quite intuitive, since 
rejections at the initial stage merely presents objects for resegmentation, whereas at the final 
stage, rejection labels objects as clutter. Classification rates for each class at this point were 
82.2% for yachts, 82.6% for motor boats, 64.2% for buoys and 57.0% for clutter. A typical 
confusion matrix at this position is given in Table 7-7. 
Correct class 
Guess Yacht Motor Buoy ClutterTotal 
Yacht 810 2 17 316 1145 
Motor 10 100 2 476 588 
Buoy 71 2 43 116 232 
Clutter 94 17 5 1202 1318 
Total 985 121 67 2110 3283 
Table 7-7. Typical confusion matrix for four class problem, at threshold selection point 
(log io (G i ) = —10, log o(0) = —11) 
Peak mean classification rate, however, may well not be the ideal criteria for determining 
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optimal classification, depending on the application. By way of example, peak classification 
rate within only the object classes (i.e. yacht, motor boat and buoy) is attained at (log (0) = 
—7 )  logio (0) = —20). Within these classes, this gives a mean classification rate of 82.9%, 
with virtually no classification of clutter (0.9%). A typical confusion matrix for this situation 
is given in Table 7-8. This is really an extreme in terms of the use of varying the novelty 
threshold values, and in practice some sort of application-specific compromise would have to 
be made. 
Correct class 
Guess Yacht Motor Buoy ClutterTotal 
Yacht 814 5 	9 515 1343 
Motor 57 110 3 1414 1584 
Buoy 102 6 	48 161 317 
Clutter 12 0 7 20 39 
Total 985 121 	67 2110 3283 
Table 7-8. Typical confusion matrix for four class problem, at threshold selection point 
(log io (O i ) = -7,10910(92) = —20) 
In order to provide some sort of comparison to the resegmentation system tested here, a 
7-NN classifier was applied directly to the same four class problem, using the same object data 
(i.e. the original object data before any resegmentation). A 81.2% mean classification rate 
was achieved, over all classes, including clutter. Although this mean classification rate is an 
improvement on the resegmentation system results, this high mean rate was achieved through 
classification rates of 84.2% for yachts, and 84.8% for clutter, at the expense of motor boats 
and buoys which achieved only 2 1.5% and 32.8% respectively. A typical confusion matrix for 
this case is given in Table 7-9. A very different result to this has therefore been achieved with 
the resegmentation system. The classification rates achieved with this four class system, as 
compared to the novelty method with (logio (O i ) = —10, 10910(02) = — 11), are summarised in 
Table 7-10. 
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Figure 7-36: Classification rates for each object type, and mean, achieved through varying 
both novelty threshold parameters. 
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Correct class 
Guess Yacht Motor Buoy ClutterTotal 
Yacht 829 0 	15 303 1147 
Motor 8 26 16 0 50 
Buoy 5 0 	22 17 44 
Clutter 143 95 14 1790 2042 
Total 985 121 	67 2110 3283 
Table 7-9. Typical confusion matrix for four class problem, without resegmentation, using 
7-NN classification 
Classification rate (%) 
Method Yacht Motor Buoy ClutterObject Mean 
Mean 
Novelty 82.2 82.6 64.2 57.0 81.2 65.6 
4-class 84.2 21.5 32.8 84.8 74.8 81.2 
Table 7-10. Comparison between applying a 7-NN classifier directly to the 4-class 
problem, training on all four classes, as opposed to the novelty method, with (log io (O i ) = 
—10, logo(9) = —11). Classification rates for all four classes are given, along with mean 
classification rate over the 3 object (non-clutter) classes, and mean overall rates. 
7.6 Summary and discussion 
This Chapter presents the implementation of the full resegmentation system originally presented 
in Chapter 3. We have looked at, in order of implementation: 
The resegmentation module The implementation of a simple Sobel edge-strength based 
resegmentation module was described. The threshold used in this segmentation stage was 
designed so as to be selectable as one of four possible relative offsets to the threshold used 
in the initial object segmentation. It was shown that, by selecting the ideal segmentation 
threshold for this resegmentation, the distribution of object 'scores' (Equation 7.1), for 
our dataset, could be significantly affected. This suggested improved segmentation and 
classification capabilities. 
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Feature extraction module The implementation of six feature sets was described, with the 
intent that these features could prove useful in selecting the optimal threshold offset for the 
resegmentation module. Results indicating such capability, in terms of the separability 
indicator statistic J4 were presented, along with approximated weighted conditional 
probability density distributions for those features with most potential. It was noted that 
these results indicated a closeness of distribution within the class pairs (+0, +20) and 
(-15, -30), indicating that classification within these pairs would prove difficult. 
Resegmentation estimation module A description of the implementation and testing of three 
classifier modules for the role of resegmentation estimation was presented. The classi-
fication methods considered were nearest neighbour, multilayer perceptron, and linear. 
In general, separation results were good between the class pairs described previously but 
again poor within the pairs (+0, +20) and (-15, -30). 
We have also examined the full system performance after the integration of these compon-
ents. Comparative classification results for the same data, using a single segmentation stage 
and a four class classifier (i.e. using clutter as an additional training class) were presented. 
In order to comment on the results achieved, and in particular to provide comparison with the 
single segmentation stage results, it is important to remember that two significant architectural 
differences were introduced with the resegmentation system: 
. The use of novelty as a means of clutter detection, rather than training with clutter as an 
additional class 
. The addition of a second segmentation, or resegmentation, stage 
The effects of these two architectural features are discussed below: 
Novelty The use of novelty as a means of clutter detection is a desirable method where the 
distribution of the clutter class is not known. This is the assumption being made in 
this thesis - although it is accepted that the distribution of the clutter in the database 
is defined, it has been established that this distribution is capable of variation in a real 
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environment. Using an additional class to provide detection of clutter requires that 
examples of typical clutter are provided as training data to the classification process. 
With the ATR environment presented here, such clutter is inherently ill-defined in its 
nature, and so this approach is problematic in terms of generalisation. 
Bearing this in mind, it is still of interest to compare the performance of the novelty 
method with that achieved using traditional 4-class training on the same data. The results 
of this comparison were summarised in Table 7-10. It can be seen that, although a greater 
mean classification rate is achieved by 4-class training, this is achieved mainly through 
the good classification of the clutter class when compared to that achieved by the novelty 
method. The classification rate over the 3 object classes shows that the novelty method 
achieves 81.2%, compared to 74.8% with the 4-class method. This is through improved 
classification rates for the motorboat and buoy classes. 
In summary, the 4-class method achieves significantly better clutter classification rates, 
giving an improved overall classification rate when compared to the novelty method. 
However, since we are making the assumption that in a real environment, the distribution 
of the clutter class is ill-defined, It could be expected that the 4-class method may suffer 
should the nature of the clutter presented to it shift from the distribution that it was trained 
on. 
resegmentation As regards the benefits of a resegmentation stage, it can be seen from the 
results presented in Figure 7-35, that the distribution of classification scores based on 
Equation 7.1 can indeed be improved through resegmentation. What does this mean? 
All that can be definitely said is that objects with features which are less novel to the 
classifier can be produced through the addition of the resegmentation stage. This would 
suggest that objects more typical of the examples of the objects on which the classifier 
was trained can be achieved in some cases through resegmentation. Since the classifier 
was trained with well segmented object data, it is conjectured t that objects subjected to 
the resegmentation stage can, in some cases, possess improved segmentation. 
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Improved segmentation is important in many applications, for example where the centre 
of mass of an object should need to be calculated for location purposes. However, in some 
applications, final object classification rate is the issue. The resegmentation system implemen-
ted here cannot be said to have a substantial influence on final classification rate, for either sail 
boats or motor boats. In both these classes, classification rate in the original segmentation was 
good, with rates of 85.8% and 90.9% being achieved respectively. However, for the buoy class, 
which only achieved a 55.2% classification rate with the original segmentation, the effect of 
resegmentation on classification rate is more greatly pronounced. 
This leads to one of the most significant appeals of the resegmentation method, the ability 
to locally optimise segmentation. When the segmentation parameters applied in an application 
cannot be optimised globally through a whole image frame, this is an invaluable asset. This is 
the case with the real-world data used here, where the optimal segmentation threshold is object 
dependent. The resegmentation strategy can be seen to provide improved classification rates in 
this case. 
Chapter 8 
Summary, future work and conclusions 
The objective of this thesis was to study the application of a novel segmentation and classific-
ation architecture to a real world image database. However, it is important to recall that the 
work presented here was not purely driven by academic interests, and was significantly shaped 
by the industrial needs of the project. In this chapter, the work carried out to achieve this goal 
is summarised, and potential directions for future work discussed. 
8.1 Summary 
The initial inspiration for this thesis was based on the premise that the traditional complete 
separation of the segmentation and classification tasks in image analysis is not necessarily an 
optimal solution. It was hoped that segmentation and classification could be more closely 
bound, in that information from the classification stage could be potentially used to influence 
segmentation. 
The early focus for the research was to develop a suitable architectural framework which 
would suit this purpose. The starting point for such an architecture was the existing seg-
mentation and classification system in place at BASE. In Chapters 3 and 4, the development 
of this system framework was documented chronologically, beginning with an initial design 
which was found to be over-ambitious, in Chapter 3. This lead to the framework of the system 
finally investigated, in Chapter 4. The design finally settled on was based on a system utilising 
two stages of segmentation - an initial segmentation stage identical to that found in a classic 
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segmentation/classification strategy, and a second segmentation stage for those objects which 
are deemed to be potentially poorly segmented. This second segmentation stage is termed here 
as resegmentation. 
In Chapter 5, the image and object databases were described. The source images used 
were infrared video frames of sea scenes, showing various sea vessels and also landforms: The 
images were selected as non-trivial to segment, containing much clutter. The object database 
created from these source images was described, in terms of both the segmentation method 
used and the objects created. Three types of objects were considered - sail boats, motor boats, 
and buoys. This nomenclature was used to label all of the objects, along with their perceived 
segmentation quality. All other non-object data was labelled as clutter. 
The use of a resegmentation stage necessitated the use of a classification method capable 
of recognising poorly segmented objects for input to the secondary resegmentation stage. This 
was accomplished using the novelty of a set of object features presented for classification. The 
application of a unconditional density estimate in this role was examined in Chapter 6. It was 
also hoped that the same novelty estimate could be used to identify clutter. It was concluded• 
that the probability density estimate was not a good absolute metric for assessing segmentation 
quality. However, it was applicable to the determination of relative segmentation quality, and 
as such was adequate for the intended use within the full system. 
In Chapter 7, the implementation of the various system components required to support 
resegmentation was described. The method of resegmentation itself was implemented as a 
selection of four Sobel edge-strength based methods, identical to themselves and the initial 
segmentation in all but threshold level. 
Various combinations of feature extraction method and classification techniques were tested 
as a means for potentially determining the best resegmentation technique to select for a given 
object. It was found that although a selection between four possible resegmentation methods 
was desired, this was not substantially achievable with the methods investigated. However, 
the confusion in resegmentation method selection was predominantly between the most similar 
methods, and so was not by any means catastrophic. It was noted that this robustness to 
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over-estimating the detail of segmentation error which was discernible was a desirable feature 
of the system. 
Also in Chapter 7, the full system was integrated and tested and the results achieved 
discussed. For this test, the FFT feature set was utilised as the input to the resegmentation 
selection, which was implemented as a K-nn classifier. The system has two essential parameters: 
. The threshold for novelty at which point objects are divided into those requiring reseg-. 
mentation and those which do not. 
. The threshold for novelty at which point objects which have been resegmented are 
accepted as belonging to one of the object classes, or are deemed to be unknown and 
declared as clutter. 
The effect of varying these parameters was discussed, and it was noted that these thresholds 
provide a useful means for tailoring the system, in real-time, to a particular task or scenario. 
In general, it was observed that a trade-off had to be made between detection of clutter and the 
classification rate within the object classes. 
The results of the full system were compared to that achieved using a 4-class training, in 
order to assess the effect of using novelty rather than a additional class to identify clutter. These 
results were summarised in Table 7-10. The main advantage suggested for the method used 
was that using the novelty based method, no a priori knowledge of the distribution of the clutter 
class is presumed. In 4-class training, the distribution of the clutter class is actively modelled 
to provide classification of this class. In final comparison: 
. The 4-class technique gave substantially better classification results for the clutter class. 
This led to improved overall classification rates when considered over all 4 classes, as 
the clutter class represented 64.3% of the full database. 
• When compared over just the 3 object classes, however, the novelty method gave com-
paratively improved results. 
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It was conjectured that although the 4-class method achieved better classification overall, 
in the event of the clutter distribution changing outwith that seen in the training database, 
that the 4-class method would be affected more than the novelty method. 
The overall effect of the addition of a resegmentation stage was also examined. This was 
carried out by means of analysing the novelty of objects both before and after resegmentation. 
It was shown in comparison, the the distribution of novelty after resegmentation showed 
improvement when compared to the distribution before this stage. This suggested that the 
objects produced by resegmentation were less novel to the classifier, and since this had been 
trained only on well segmented data, this would also suggest that resegmentation had a trend 
of producing generally better segmented objects. It was noted that this could be of significant 
application in systems where accurate segmentation is essential, rather than just classification 
rates. This could be the case, for example, in object tracking systems where features such as 
the centre of mass of an object must be accurately calculated. 
The system presented in this thesis adds to a simple segmentation / feature extraction / 
classification ATR system by means of a new architectural framework, requiring the addition of 
a method of using novelty to detect clutter. The segmentation method used within the framework 
was kept deliberately simple, using a Sobel based technique, as it was the effect of the addition 
of the resegmentation system combined with novelty detection that was primarily of interest. 
This makes comparison with other segmentation research difficult, in particular that which is - 
focused on new segmentation paradigms, such the minimisation of energy functionals [46,47], 
and minimum-description-language [34]. These methods represent substantial advances in the 
methodology of segmentation. The framework examined in this thesis is ultimately bound by 
the limits of performance imposed by the underlying segmentation method used - in this case 
the Sobel method. However, this method of segmentation in the system was used primarily for 
its simplicity in this investigation, and could ultimately be replaced. 
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8.2 Future Work 
This thesis does not present, or aim to present, a neatly 'closed' piece of research. As such, it 
is not difficult to see potential areas for future work in this area. Indeed, many of these points 
were initially planned to be incorporated within the scope of the work for this thesis but the 
reality of time-restraints prevented their inclusion. Some potential areas for future work are 
described here. 
8.2.1 Investigation and development of the resegmentation selection sec-
tion 
A full investigation into the poor classification rates for the resegmentation selection stage 
could be carried out. This could involve examining the use of: 
. Feature sets other than those examined here 
. A larger object database, with greater balance between the resegmentation defects 
encountered 
. A fuller investigation into the classifiers used at this stage and their relative benefits 
8.2.2 Investigation into an improved novelty metric 
It has been noted elsewhere that the novelty metric used here, the probability density estimate, 
is not ideal. A metric which was less class sensitive would be useful, and would lead ultimately 
to increased classification rates since the novelty thresholds used would not have to be balanced 
away from the optimal point for each class to achieve good classification overall. 
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8.2.3 The use of other reseginentation methods 
It was originally hoped, in the first system design, to use a selection of radically different 
segmentation methods for the resegmentation stage. If the previous two suggested paths for 
future work were fully investigated and proved fruitful, it would be interesting to see if the 
classification of resegmentation method could be extended to such diverse methods. 
8.3 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the system architecture presented in this thesis produced some interesting and 
encouraging results. The main positive points of the system are: 
. A trend towards improved segmentation quality is suggested by the results achieved. 
. A localised optimisation capability is achieved, which is of benefit when compared to a 
single-stage segmentation strategy 
. Real-time adjustment of clutter rejection capabilities is possible 
• It is very suitable for real-time applications, requiring a maximum of double the pro-
cessing power required for a single segmentation system. Also, the majority of the 
increased processing required is inherently parallel to the single stage segmentation 
system 
• It could be easily retrofitted to existing systems 
Less positively, a substantial amount of future work, as suggested in this chapter, is required 
to bring the system up to a more complete level of operation, and to fully examine all the of the 
traits exhibited in this research. In particular, the selection of resegmentation method needs to 
be more fully investigated. However, it is hoped that the results presented here are encouraging 
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enough, and the potential rewards useful enough, to provide sufficient inspiration for future 
work to proceed. 
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Abstract 
A two stage segmentation strategy for A TR is 
presented, and applied to 8-12Jim infrared 
seascape imagery. A novel approach is taken to 
non-target object rejection. Separation of non-
target data from badly extracted object data is 
achieved by using a localised secondary 
segmentation method to reinforce or disprove 
object classifications  made from an initial scene 
segmentation. Automatic training of the system is 
made possible through the use of a goal orientated 
assessment methodology based on the output of 
the object classifier. 
I. Introduction 
A simple ATR (automatic target recognition) 
system can be constructed from three basic blocks. 
The image must first be segmented to provide 
regions of interest that are homogeneous in some 
respect, with the primary aim of extracting 
individual complete objects for later processing. 
Typically, with IR imagery, simple intensity 
thresholdi ng or edge-strength based segmentation 
can be used. The objects produced by this 
segmentation are then passed to a feature 
extraction stage. Here, object features are 
calculated which have been chosen to optimally 
separate the different classes of object present. 
Finally, the features that have been extracted are 
used to classify the objects that have been 
segmented. 
Such a basic ATR system is highly sensitive to the 
complexities of real image data. In particular, the 
correct classification of target objects in an ATR 
system is highly dependent on the quality of the 
object segmentation[ I]. Segmentation must 
provide accurately extracted objects, such that 
characteristic object features for recognition can 
be derived. Many techniques for automatically 
selecting segmentation thresholds have been 
devised [9], many focusing on analysis of the grey 
level histogram or second-order grey level 
statistics such as the co-occurrence matrix. We 
have taken a goal-orientated approach to 
segmentation optimisation. 
The ATR system being developed at Edinburgh 
aims to address these problems by investigating 
the possible use of a two stage segmentation 
system to optimise image segmentation on a local 
basis. The use of feedback to the segmentation 
system seems the obvious use of providing high 
level information from the later stages of ATR to 
the initial processing of the image[2]. The use of 
feedback, however, brings with it a risk of 
instability. Because of this, a two stage 
segmentation system has been chosen to allow the 
investigation of optimisation methods. In this way 
the segmentation can be optimised locally without 
the dangers associated with feedback. 
Whereas the evaluation of the detection and 
classification stages of an ATR system is 
straightforward, the evaluation of segmentation 
quality has remained difficult to define[3,4]. Here, 
a goal orientated approach is taken to assessing 
and training the system. This is based on 
Optimising the ultimate objective of the system. 
namely the correct and robust classification of 
objects. 
2. Source image database 
A database of 528 video image frames selected 
from many hours of 8-12p.m infrared seascape 
sequences has been compiled. The images used 
are extracted from one field per frame, at a 
resolution of 512 by 256 pixels with 8-bits/pixel. 
Only one field of each frame is used due to 
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emporal differences between field information. A 
ypical image from the database is shown in figure 
A. Three target object classes are considered - 
'achts, motorboats and buoys. 
The images are challenging to segment, 
ontaining much non-target data with similar 
ritensity levels and edge strengths to the desired 
irget objects, which we term clutter. Examples of 
is would include land protrusions and sea based 
rtefacts including wash from the target objects 
iemselves. 
Vhen subjected to an edge-strength based 
egmentation algorithm, the susceptibility of the 
atabase to these and other difficulties becomes 
vident. Of particular interest is the production of 
on-ideal segmentations of detected objects. This 
an arise due to many causes, although often an 
icreased sensitivity to segmentation threshold is 
aused by the close proximity of other image data 
the target objects. This would be the case, for 
Kample, where a yacht straddles the horizon or 
'here wash follows the path of a motorboat. In 
iese cases, over-segmentation is the usual 
vmptom, characterised by neighbouring non-
Lrget pixels being included with the object. 
.nother common type of poor object extraction is 
iused by the selection of a segmentation 
ireshold which is too low. This can lead to non-
osure of objects, resulting in incomplete object 
traction as exemplified in the right of figure 2.2. 
good segmentation of the same object is shown 
ir contrast in the left of the figure. 
! 
Figure 2-2: Evainple of good and bad closure 
3. Classifier design 
In any ATh system, we are concerned with both: 
Detecting all target objects, whilst achieving a 
low false alarm rate. 
Accurately distinguishing between target 
object types. 
In situations where false detection of target objects 
is of concern, such as with the complex image 
data presented here, the classification system must 
be capable of more than merely distinguishing 
between target object classes. The ability to 
separate target objects from those non-target 
objects produced by the scene segmentation is 
required. There are two main alternatives to 
handling this situation: 
Use of an additional non-target class. In a 
trained classification system, such as that 
provided by neural networks, this would 
involve adding to the object database a range 
of non-target objects as an additional class. In 
a rule-based system, this would necessitate the 
explicit definition of typical non-target data[5]. 
2. Use of a classifier capable of estimating the 
novelty of a given object. In this case, any 
object with a given dissimilarity to any known 
object from any of the target classes will be 
classified as non-target. 
The former method is challenged by the difficulty 
that in many real image analysis situations, it is 
impossible to define typical non-target objects as 
this class is implicitly ill-defined. 
The second technique avoids this downfall whilst 
also benefiting from conceptual elegance. Its use, 
however, is further complicated by the nature of 
the object database used for defining the classifier: 
I. A database of target objects typically produced 
by the segmentation stage, including any badly 
extracted objects. 
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2. A database of ideally segmented objects, either 
manually extracted or manually selected from 
an automatically segmented database. 
The first method of database selection, although 
typically producing better target classification 
rates than the second, introduces increased inter-
class overlap in terms of feature space. Coupled 
with a novelty estimation method of non-target 
object designation, this will have comparatively 
poor non-target object rejection since the class 
boundaries for target objects have been extended 
to include the badly extracted examples. 
The combination of the second training database 
selection method along with novelty based 
labelling of non-target objects is a conceptually 
satisfying partnership but the ability to classify 
badly extracted objects is sacrificed in return for 
increased clutter rejection capabilities. The 
segmentation system presented here aims to 
extend such a classification system by reducing 
the likelihood of poor segmentation. This is 
achieved by the use of a second segmentation 
stage to attempt to rectify possible bad 
segmentation. In addition, this allows the use of 
localised segmentation thresholds[6], enabling 
good object extraction for images where no 
optimal global threshold exists. 
In terms of feature space, this can be seen as 
trying to separate non-target objects from badly 
segmented target objects, when both classes are 
presumed to occupy similar areas. The situation 
for a system incorporating a single stage of 
segmentation and trained with a database of well 
and badly segmented objects is abstracted in 
figure 3.1. This represents a view of two-
dimensional feature space, with pluses circles and 
triangles showing features possessed by target 
objects from three classes, and stars indicating 
features obtained from the non-target objects. 
Outlying members of the target object classes 
portray objects which are atypical due to poor 
segmentation. The grey areas show the complex 
decision boundaries learnt by this method. 
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Figure 3-1: Single stage segmentation 
In contrast, figure 3.2 illustrates the situation 
found for the same selection of objects with the 
two stage segmentation system suggested. The 
decision boundaries have been simplified to 
include only well segmented objects. In this case, 
recognition of badly extracted targets is achieved 
by detection and subsequent re-segmentation of 
potential target objects in outlying areas, indicated 
by the regions surrounded by dashed lines. 
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Figure 3-2: Two stage segmentation 
4. Implementing a two stage segmentation 
system 
An overview of the system can be seen in figure 
4.1. Objects are initially segmented by means of 
an edge-strength based method. After feature 
extraction, where Gabor wavelet features have 
been chosen as good shape descriptors, the objects 
are classified by a K nearest neighbour classifier. 
The classifier has a database of features taken 
3 
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rom 2410 known well-segmented objects. Along 
,ith the detected class of the object, the classifier 
utputs a novelty estimate, which is derived from 
feature space population density metric of the 
earest neighbour feature database. This allows a 
ecision to be made as to the quality of the initial 
bject segmentation. 
.t this stage, the object is either considered as 
Drrectly segmented or is determined to be too 
ovel to constitute a recognised object. If the 
hject is seen to be correctly classified at this 
Dint, processing stops, and as such the system has 
;ted identically to the simple ATR system 
scribed in section 2. However, in the latter case, 
te next stage of the system aims to separate badly 
gmented objects from non-object clutter that 
Lay also have been extracted from the parent 
ria(ye. The image area from which the original 
)ject was extracted is passed on to a set of 
condary re-segmentation modules. The present 
stem utilises a set of 4 edge based segmentation 
gorithms varying only in the thresholds chosen 
r simplicity of understanding, although it is 
)ped that it may be possible to implement an 
bitrary choice of re-segmentation algorithms. 
e selection of the optimal, localised, 
gmentation algorithm forms the focus of this 
ark. 
rter being processed by this secondary 
gmentation stage, each object follows the same 
ature extraction and classification stages as 
fore. At this point the a posteriori probability 
timate is used to assess whether the object has 
en re-extracted as a target object familiar to the 
stem, or that it is likely that the image area 
ntains non-target image data. 
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ure 4-1: System overview 
Feature extraction for re-segmentation 
edication 
e choice of feature extraction method is well 
:umented for other similar applications such as 
iracter recognition [8]. 
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Currently, two main sources of features are being 
used in estimating which re-segmentation method 
should be used. 
Firstly, a FFT in two dimenstions is being 
considered. The binary mask from the object is 
used as the source of this transform. After being 
transformed by means of a FF1', the object energy 
is totalled into bins using a polar coordinate 
system. This divides the object area into 8 bins for 
each of 8 radii, ignoring half of the transform area 
due to the symmetrical nature of the transform. 
Because the result of the transform is complex, 
this yields 128 feature values. To reduce the 
dimensionality of the data before it is passed to a 
classification stage, the most salient features are 
selected by means of Wilk's A statistic applied to 
features individually. This approach rates features 
as being more significant should they have a high 
interclass variance and a low intraclass variance. 
Thus features which individually give good class 
separation are selected. This simple, although 
somewhat naive statistic, gives good results with 
minimal computation for the given problem. at the 
expense of ignoring any co-dependence between 
features. 
Zoning has also been applied to the problem. In 
this case, a coarse 4 by 4 grid of zones is used, and 
the total number of object mask pixels in each 
zone calculated. 
6. Goal orientated assessment 
To develop a the re-segmentation prediction stage 
of the system shown in figure 4. 1, it is necessary 
to first have in place a method for assessing the 
output of the re-segmentation module. The aim in 
training the predictive stage is to achieve optimal 
assessment scores. 
To achieve this, a goal orientated approach has 
been taken, which is seen as appropriate since the 
ultimate aim of the system as a whole is to 
produce good classifications. This is similar to the 
goal orientated method proposed by Zhang and 
Gerbrand [3]. However, rather than comparing 
features with those derived from corresponding 
reference images, a comparison is made with 
features obtained from a large database of 
independently acquired example objects. 






(here x is the feature vector calculated for the 
Dject, and P(x) is the novelty estimate or 
iidence probability. The novelty weighting 
ictor, p, is applied to the logarithm of this 
obability to amplify the effects of this term 
hich can be very small in magnitude. 
his pragmatic scoring system is almost certainly 
)t optimal. If an object is similar to one already 
en by the system, the first term will dominate 
d the object will score highly. However, if an 
ject is novel, the first term is not well defined. 
he novelty probability term will lower the score 
the object depending on how far the its features 
Mate from those of the known well segmented 
)ject database. The scoring system as currently 
riplemented is more suited to providing 
)mparative scores for different segmentations of 
e same object than for rating segmentations on 
me sort of absolute scale. 
he use of the scoring system described when 
aining the system is shown in figure 6.1. The 
aining algorithm aims to optimise the score 
oduced by the system as a whole. In this way, it 
tempts to associate features passed on from the 
rst segmentation stage to the optimal re-
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well and badly extracted target objects and non-
target objects. 
Each object in the database was manually labelled 
with its class, namely yacht, motorboat, buoy or 
non-target. Also, target objects were labelled 
according to perceived segmentation quality. 
Segmentation quality as considered here does not 
have a meaning when applied to non-target data, 
and so these object types were not assessed. 
Quality of segmentation was rated by the use of 
two metrics, indicating external and internal 
segmentation quality. External quality is a 
measure of the accuracy of the bounding box 
placed around the object. The internal quality 
metric reflects the quality of segmentation on a 
pixel level basis within the image area extracted. 
Both measures are made on an integer scale from 
0 to 3, with 0 indicative of an ideal segmentation 
and 3 being applied to segmentation with gross 
errors. 
The purpose of this database is threefold: 
I. To pre-calculate the output of the first stage of 
segmentation of the system, allowing faster 
batch testing of the full two stage system. 
To effectively freeze the development of the 
first segmentation stage, thereby allowing 
manual labelling of the objects produced at 
this point for the purposes of system analysis. 
To provide an output typical of a single stage 
ATR system, and thus enabling a performance 










igure 6-I: Configuration for training 
Object database preparation 
database of 3214 objects has been produced by 
gmenting a selection of 301 images from the 
iginal source database. These objects form an 
filtered data set of objects produced by the first 
age of segmentation, and as such contain both 
To meet these aims, it was necessary to maintain a 
varied distribution of segmentation quality. Table 
7.1 summarises the database population when split 
according to perceived internal and external 
segmentation quality. Not considering non-target 
objects, there is a total of 1829 objects in the full 
database - 1593 yachts, 159 motorboats, and 77 
buoys. The imbalance in the class populations 
reflects the relative proportions of these object 
types in the source images. 
Of most interest are those objects with perfect 
external segmentation, as it is these objects which 
are most likely to benefit from re-segmentation 
should they have less than perfect internal 
segmentation quality. This is a large proportion of 
the available database - a total of 1174 objects, 
which is adequate for the training and testing of 
the segmentation system. 
5 
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0 1 2 3 Total 
0 604 43 54 473 1174 
1 24 8 1 I 34 
2 13 10 5 40 68 
3 14 1 I 537 •553 
Total 655 62 61 1051 1829 
cb1c / 1: Ubjer thitaL'ive t'n1e/ztc1tion qiwiilv 
Results 
t this point in time, development has centred on 
implifying the re-segmentation stage. This has 
een achieved by focusing on classifying objects 
ccording to the quality of internal and external 
egmentation quality, rather than attempting to 
redict how this poor segmentation might be 
ctified. 
F the information available from feature 
xtraction is not adequate to differentiate between 
egmentation faults, then it is extremely unlikely 
at enough information is present to estimate the 
orrcct re-segmentation method to use in 
ctifying the incorrect segmentation. 
is also hoped to get a clearer understanding of 
xactly what features are being used by such a 
lassification system, and visualisation of this is 
reatly simplified by omitting the full re-
gmentation predication at this stage. 
relirninarv results indicate that the methods used 
ay have sub-divided the problem into 
nderstandable and solvable areas. 
onsidering only objects with excellent external 
gmentation, good class separation is achievable 
etween those objects with gross internal 
gmentation errors and those with perfect internal 
trmentation. A mean classification rate of 
3.29% is achieved with a nearest neighbour 
ystem using FFT features as a source. By using 
oning, mean classification rate is increased to 
8.13%. 
erhaps of greater significance, reasonable 
paration between those objects with perfect or 
rossly inaccurate external segmentation is 
ossible. A mean classification rate of 76% has 
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been achieved using randomly sampled training 
and test data sets. 
These results suggest that there is some potential 
for a predictive re-segmentation system. 
Considering again only objects with excellent 
external segmentation, no - significant separation 
was found between objects with only slight 
differences in internal segmentation quality. This 
result is not surprising considering the diversity of 
segmentation faults which occur and their small 
pixel area compared to the target objects as a 
whole. 
Conclusion 
We have proposed a two stage segmentation 
system by utilising object classification capable of 
estimating novelty. A large and well labelled 
database of infrared objects extracted from real 
imagery has been prepared, enabling the thorough 
investigation of the processes involved in dividing 
the segmentation system. 
The system is promising in that the sub-division of 
the segmentation process enables a goal orientated 
optimisation to be carried out. This is combined 
with the use of a classifier trained only with well-
segmented data, clarifying what is often an ill-
defined process. This is namely the . Significantly, 
the method used also permits local adaptivity of 
segmentation 
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AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION APPARATUS AND PROCESS 
This invention relates to an apparatus and a process for 
automatic recognition of a target object from an infrared or 
visible light image. 
Conventional Automatic Target Recognition systems 
involve capturing the image of a real field of view such as 
by an infrared camera utilising a two dimensional array of 
light intensity sensitive pixels or a video camera and 
carrying out processing on the image data to separate and 
identify objects appearing in the image. The objects are 
separated from the background and identified or classified to 
separate classes of object of interest to the viewer from 
objects of no interest. Conventionally an automatic target 
recognition system first segments the image to provide 
regions of interest that are homogeneous in some respect with 
the primary aim of extracting individual complete objects for 
later processing. Data about the objects produced in this 
segmentation are then passed to a feature extraction stage in 
which object features are extracted which have been chosen 
optimally to separate the different classes of object 
present. The features that have been extracted are then used 
to classify the objects that have been segmented. 
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This conventional approach suffers from the disadvantage 
that it is highly sensitive to the complexities of the real 
image data with the correct classification of target objects 
being highly dependent on the quality of the object 
segmentation. If the segmentation process does not produce 
object data containing features wich accurately represent the 
object class, then the objects themselves cannot be correctly 
classified and identified or identified at all. 
There is thus a need for a generally improved apparatus 
and process for automatic recognition of a target object from 
an infrared or visible light image which improves the 
accuracy of target object recognition and identification. 
According to one aspect of the present invention there 
is provided apparatus for automatic recognition of a target 
object from an infrared or visible light image, including an 
image producing device; 
a primary separator for subjecting the image to primary 
segmentation in which the image is divided up into one or 
more primary homogeneous regions each approximating to an 
object of interest and data is extracted from the image about 
these primary regions, 
a first feature extraction device for receiving the 
extracted primary region data from the primary separator and 
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recognising and extracting features from the extracted 
primary region data, which features have been predetermined 
to separate objects in the primary regions into different 
classes, 
a first classifying means for receiving the extracted 
features and classifying them thereby to recognise the or 
each object in the primary regions or to indicate that one or 
more of the objects is unclassified and therefore 
unrecognised, 
a secondary segmentation unit for receiving from the 
primary separator data about the original segmented image 
primary region containing an unrecognised object and for 
submitting this data to secondary segmentation to provide sub 
regions of greater homogeneity, and for extracting data from 
the primary region about the sub regions, 
a third feature extraction device for recognising and 
extracting classifying features from the extracted sub region 
data and, 
a second classifying means for receiving the extracted 
sub-region classifying features and utilising them to 
classify and thereby recognise the or each object in the sub 
regions or to recognise that the or each object in the sub 
regions is not a target object. 
Publications 
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Preferably the apparatus includes more than one 
secondary segmentation unit. 
Conveniently the first classifying means includes a 
first classifier for receiving the extracted features from 
the first feature extraction device and sorting and 
classifying the extracted features, a first comparator for 
receiving, in parallel with the first classifier, the 
extracted features from the first feature extraction device, 
and generating a value of the probability that the 
classification by the first classifier is correct, and first 
assessment means for receiving data from the first classifier 
and first comparator and determining recognition or non 
recognition of the or each object in the primary regions. 
Advantageously the second classifying means includes a 
second classifier for receiving the extracted sub region 
classifying features from the third feature extraction device 
and sorting and classifying the extracted sub region 
features, a second comparator, in parallel with the second 
classifier, for receiving the extracted sub region 
classifying features from the third feature extraction 
device, and generating a value of the probability that the 
classification by the second classifier is correct, and 
second assessment means for receiving data from the second 
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lassifier and second comparator and determining recognition 
r non recognition of the or each object in the sub regions. 
Preferably the first and second assessment means are 
;ombined in a single assessor unit. 
Conveniently the apparatus including a frame memory 
;tore for receiving and storing data from the image producing 
levice for passage to the primary separator. 
Advantageously the apparatus includes a feature store 
or receiving data from the first feature extraction unit and 
or passing the data to the first classifying means. 
Preferably the apparatus includes a secondary store for 
receiving and storing image data from the frame memory store 
Eor passage to the secondary segmentation unit. 
Conveniently the primary separator is operable to output 
Dounding box data to the first feature extraction device, and 
including an image region extending device operable to 
receive the primary segmentation bounding box data outputted 
Erom the first feature extraction device extend the image 
region described by the bounding box data and pass the 
extended region data as a control signal to the secondary 
store and to the frame memory store. 
For a better understanding of the present invention and 
to show how the same may be carried into effect, reference 
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will now be made, by way of example, to the accompanying 
drawings, in which; 
Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the hardware 
architecture for an apparatus according to the present 
invention for automatic recognition of a target object. 
The process and apparatus of the present invention 
herein described for automatic recognition of a target object 
from an infrared or visible light image basically involves 
two or more stages of segmentation of the image. Whilst the 
apparatus and process are intended to operate for recognition 
of objects in a field of view such as in a surveillance role 
to identify the presence of people or vehicles in a high 
security area, they may also be employed for pattern 
recognition such as to identify hand writing, finger prints 
or printed text. The process of the invention is carried 
out in real time on live data. 
Thus both the apparatus and process can be divided up 
into a primary segmentation stage and one or more secondary 
segmentation stages. The primary segmentation requires the 
step of subjecting the image produced by observing the field 
of view with an sensor 1 sensitive to infrared or visible 
light radiation to produce an image on a video or imaging 
device 2. Typically for infrared use the device 2 contains a 
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two dimensional dimensional array of pixels such as an array of 512 
pixels by 256 pixels. The image data at the device 2 is then 
subjected to primary segmentation by division into one or 
more primary homogenous regions each approximating to an 
object of interest. 
In this context data from the real image produced by the 
device 2 is passed to a frame memory store 3 from which the 
data from the image about these primary regions is extracted 
at a primary separator 4. The type of data which is produced 
by the separator 4 preferably is bounding box, binary mask 
and grey level data for each object. The bounding box is the 
rectangle which just encloses the segmented pixels forming a 
primary homogeneous region and the information is outputted 
from the separator 4 along the line 5. The binary mask is a 
binary image of the contents of the bounding box where 1 is 
equivalent to a segmented pixel and 0 is equivalent to a non 
segmented pixel with the output from the separator 4 for the 
binary mask being along the output line 6. Grey level data 
is the data from the original image from the sensor 1 from 
within the bounding box and is outputted from the segmentor 4 
along the output line 7. The primary separator 4 may operate 
in any convenient manner such as to Sobel filter the image 
frames followed by histogram based threshold determination in 
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which the grey level histogram is analysed to produce 
boundaries around an object at which notable changes in 
intensity of illumination occur. 
Data from the output lines 5, 6 and 7 is passed to a 
first feature extraction device B. The device 8 particularly 
utilises the grey level and binary mask data received along 
output lines 6 and 7 from the primary separator 4 to 
recognise and extract features from the extracted primary 
regions which features have been predetermined to separate 
objects in the primary regions into different classes. The 
features extracted may include Fourier transform features, 
moment based features such as geometric and Legendre and 
simple statistics such as aspect ratio, percentage foreground 
and compactness. These features are compared with a database 
of known well segmented target features and passed to a 
feature store 9. From the feature store 9 the extracted 
feature data is fed to a classifier 10 which sorts and 
classifies the extracted features. 	In parallel with this 
activity the extracted feature data from the store 9 is fed 
to a comparator 11 which establishes a probability estimate 
value for the features extracted by the segmentation. The 
classifier 10 and comparator 11 form part of first 
classifying means. 	Data from the classifier 10 and 
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comparator 11 are fed to an assessor unit 12 which weighs and 
considers the suggested classification or identification of 
the object by the classifier 10 in conjunction with the 
probability that the identification is correct as suggested 
by the comparator 11 and either recognises the object which 
results in an identification output from the assessor unit 12 
or indicates that one or more of the objects in the primary 
regions is unclassified and at this stage unrecognised. 
In the process and apparatus of the present invention 
the original segmented image primary region data received 
from the frame memory store 3 and containing an unrecognised 
object is subjected to secondary segmentation to provide sub 
regions of greater homogeneity. Thus image data is taken 
from the frame memory store 3 and put into a secondary store 
13. Information from the original segmented image primary 
region containing the unrecognised object is taken from the 
boundary box output line 5 and fed to an image region 
extending device 14 which extends the image region described 
by the bounding box data produced by the primary segmentation 
unit 4. This is done in the device 14 by the addition of a 
margin which produces a new grey image area. The extended 
region data is outputted from the device 14 as a control 
signal to both the secondary store 13 and the frame memory 
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store 3. The image data modified in this way is outputted 
from the secondary store 13 to a secondary segmentation unit 
15 for secondary segmentation to provide sub regions of 
greater homogeneity. 
To assist in the secondary segmentation process grey 
level data is taken from the output line 7 and binary mask 
data is taken from the output line 6 and fed to a second 
feature extraction device 16 where classifying features are 
extracted from the primary segmentation data for the previous 
frame in the sequence. Data from the second feature 
extraction device 16 is passed to a resegmentation prediction 
unit 17 which estimates the optimum secondary segmentation 
process for the object by classifying the set of features 
produced from the grey level and binary masked data in 
comparison with a previously prepared database of 
recognisable features of recognisable target objects. This 
is done in any convenient manner such as by using a standard 
K-Nearest-Neighbour/MLP (multi layer perceptron) technique. 
The data outputted from the unit 17 thus is in the form 
of an optimum further segmentation strategy which is passed 
by line 18 to the secondary segmentation unit 15 where it is 
utilised in the secondary segmentation of the extended image 
data produced by the image region extending device 14. This 
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produces grey level data outputted by line 19 and binary mask 
data outputted by line 20. Hence for secondary segmentation 
the unit 15 receives extended image data via the image region 
extending device 14 and secondary store 13 and grey level and 
binary mask data via the second feature extraction device 16 
and resegmentation prediction unit 17. The resulting grey 
level and binary mask data for the secondary segmentation 
step is outputted to a third feature extraction device 21 
where features are extracted from the grey level and binary 
mask data received from the unit 15. In the event of the 
segmentation in the unit 15 producing multiple fragmented 
spots only the most central object is considered significant. 
The device 21 recognises and extracts classifying 
features from the extracted sub region data and passes the 
information to a second classifier 22 and to an in parallel 
second comparator 23 which provides a proposed list of 
classified features and an output from the unit 23 of the 
probability estimate value of the classification. The second 
classifier 22 and second comparator 23 form part of second 
classifying means. 
The classified feature information produced by the 
primary segmentation classifier 10 is outputted as C 1 and the 




from the secondary segmentation is outputted as C 2 . 	The 
probability estimate value for the primary segmentation is 
outputted from the comparator 11 as N 1 and the probability 
estimate value for the secondary segmentation is outputted 
from the second comparator 23 as N2 . The data represented by 
C11 C2, N1 and N2 is passed to the assessor unit 12 where a 
final classification decision is made on the basis of the 
following criteria; 
If Ni  is less than T i  then the classification choice is C 
(Ti  is the novelty threshold) 
If N. is greater than or equal to T 1 but N 2 is less than 
T 2 then the classification choice is C 2 . 
If Ni  is greater than or equal to T i  and N 2 is greater 
than or equal to T 2 then the object is rejected as 
unrecognised and not a relevant target object. 
The three distinct decisions made in the assessor unit 
12, namely object of class C 1 object of class C 2 or rejected 
object are outputted from the unit 12 via output line 24. 
In general the novelty threshold T 1 will be less than the 
novelty threshold T 2 as the requirement for low novelty can be 
relaxed when testing secondary segmented objects. The 
threshold values can be set according to the particular 




nature of a fine tuning adjustment. 	Essentially the 
threshold values provide a mechanism for tuning detection 
probability and classification performance and if low values 
are set for the novelty threshold more objects will be 
rejected as unclassified and therefore for not being target 
objects, with a correspondingly higher confidence being 
created that the classified and therefore recognised target 
objects are realistic. Of course secondary segmentation is 
not required if the classifier 10 and comparator 11 for 
primary classification give a value where N 1 is less than T 1 . 
In other words further segmentation is not necessary if 
initial classification is good with the object having and 
therefore good probability estimate value. 
Although only one secondary resegmentation step has been 
described and illustrated in the hardware architecture of 
Figure 1, it is to be understood that as many secondary or 
further segmentation steps as necessary can be envisaged. 
Conveniently each secondary segmentation is carried out 
by passing the data through a series of four modules each of 
which assesses the change of illumination intensity at the 
boundary or edge of the secondary region at different 
intensity change thresholds. 
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Whatever happens the process will involve sequential 
capture of an image frame by frame with the primary 
segmentation being carried out on the captured frames at a 
time delay corresponding to one frame. The secondary 
segmentation will be carried out with a time delay of two 
frames and further segmentation would be carried out at a 
time delay of three or more frames depending upon the number 
of segmentation steps. The feature store 9 holds the results 
of the primary segmentation for one frame whilst the 





1. Apparatus for automatic recognition of a target 
object from a multimetric wave infrared or visible light 
image, including an image producing device; 
a primary separator for subjecting the image to primary 
segmentation in which the image is divided up into one or 
more primary homogeneous regions each approximating to an 
object of interest and data is extracted from the image about 
these primary regions, 
a first feature extraction device for receiving the 
extracted primary region data from the primary separator and 
recognising and extracting features from the extracted 
primary region data, which features have been predetermined 
to separate objects in the primary regions into different 
classes, 
a first classifying means for receiving the extracted 
features and classifying them thereby to recognise the or 
each object in the primary regions or to indicate that one or 
more of the objects is unclassified and therefore 
unrecognised, 
a secondary segmentation unit for receiving from the 
primary separator data about the original segmented image 




submitting this data to secondary segmentation to provide sub 
regions of greater homogeneity, and for extracting data from 
the primary region about the sub regions, 
a third feature extraction device for recognising and 
extracting classifying features from the extracted sub region 
data and, 
a second classifying means for receiving the extracted 
sub-region classifying features and utilising them to 
classify and thereby recognise the or each object in the sub 
regions or to recognise that the or each object in the sub 
regions is not a target object. 
Apparatus according to claim 1, including more than 
one secondary segmentation unit. 
Apparatus according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein 
the first classifying means includes a first classifier for 
receiving the extracted features from the first feature 
extraction device and sorting and classifying the extracted 
features, a first comparator for receiving, in parallel with 
the first classifier, the extracted features from the first 
feature extraction device, and generating a value of the 
probability that the classification by the first classifier 
is correct and first assessment means for receiving data from 




recognition or non recognition of the or each object in the 
primary regions. 
Apparatus according to claim 1 or claim 2 wherein 
the second classifying means includes a second classifier for 
receiving the extracted sub region classifying features from 
the third feature extraction device and sorting and 
classifying the extracted sub region features, a second 
comparator, in parallel with the second classifier, for 
receiving the extracted sub region classifying features from 
the third feature extraction device, and generating a value 
of the probability that the classification by the second 
classifier is correct, and second assessment means for 
receiving data from the second classifier and second 
comparator and determining recognition or non recognition of 
the or each object in the sub regions. 
Apparatus according to claims 3 and 4, wherein the 
first and second assessment means are combined in a single 
assessor unit. 
Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, 
including a frame memory store for receiving and storing data 




Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6, 
including a feature store for receiving data from the first 
feature extraction unit and for passing the data to the first 
classifying means. 
Apparatus according to claim 6, including a 
secondary store for receiving and storing image data from the 
frame memory store for passage to the secondary segmentation 
unit. 
Apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the primary 
separator is operable to output bounding box data to the 
first feature extraction device, and including an image 
region extending device operable to receive the primary 
segmentation bounding box data outputted from the first 
feature extraction device extend the image region described 
by the bounding box data and pass the extended region data as 
a control signal to the secondary store and to the frame 
memory store. 
Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 9, 
including a second feature extraction device for receiving 
grey level data and binary mask data outputted from the 
primary separator and for extracting classifying features 
from the primary segmentation data for the previous frame in 
the sequence. 
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Apparatus according to claim 10, including a 
resegmentation reduction unit for receiving extracted primary 
segmentation classifying features from the second feature 
extraction unit which estimates the optimum secondary 
segmentation process for the object of the classifying 
features and passes the process strategy as a control signal 
to the secondary segmentation unit. 
Apparatus for automatic recognition of a target 
object from an infrared or visible light image, substantially 
as hereinbefore described and as illustrated in Figure 1 of 






AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION APPARATUS AND PROCESS 
Apparatus for automatic recognition of a target object 
from an infrared or visible light image, includes primary 
segmentation and classification means (4,8,9,10,11,12) in 
which objects are either recognised or unrecognised and one 
or more secondary segmentation means (15,21,22,23,12) 
applicable to primary segmented image areas in which objects 
which are unrecognised by the primary segmentation means are 
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